
Gilligan Requests Tuitioll Subsidy Repayment 
by Philip Sicker 

NR Staff Reporter 

Executive Director of the 
American Association of State 
Colleges, Allen W. Ostar, called it "a 
reversal of what public higher 
education has stood for for more 
than 100 years. Speaker of the Ohio 
House of Representatives, 
Republican Charles Kurfess, had 
"serious reservations." Wright State 
president, Brage Golding, was 
"thunderstruck." State and national 
educators have called it 
"revolutionary." Cleveland State 
president, Harold Enarson, was 
"stunned to hear the proposal from 
the governor's own lips." 
Throughout the state, students, 
teachers, administrators, and 
politicians have buzzed with the 
controversy over Governor John J. 
Gilligan's recently proposed "Ohio 
Plan." 

If enacted by the Ohio General 
Assembly, Gilligan's proposal would 
require all students entering a state 
supported, four·year university to 
sign an agreement to repay the state 
subsidy alloted for their education 
after graduation. 

It is estimated that a four year 
subsidy for an undergraduate totals 
$3,200. This sum wotdd begin to be 
repaid when the former student was 
earning $7,000 annually. Repayment 
would be graduated, commanding 
$50 from a person earning $7,000 
and increasing to $1.000 per year for 

a graduate making $l00,000. 
If, however, a student were able to 

pay a lump sum of $1,500, while still 
in school, he would be exempted 
from future retribution. 

Gilligan's repayment measure is 
aimed at soothing Ohio's sore 
financial bind. The state needs more 
revenues and the increasing cost of 
higher education has placed greater 
pressure upon the state for increased 
subsidies. In Gilligan's proposed 
pudget for the 1971-73 biennium, 
12% of the state tax revenue is 
scheduled to go to higher education. 

The governor, who hopes to begin 
enactment of the plan in September, 
estimates that it will save Ohio five 
billion dollars over the next 30 years. 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 
quotes Gilligan as saying, "By placing 
the burden, on those who use our 
higher education facilities, we make 
sure we have the money to maintain 
high standards of excellence at our 
public colleges and universities - and 
we make sure we can maintain these 
standards for generations to come." 

Gilligan hopes that the "Ohio 
Plan" will not only increase state 
revenues through the repayment of 
an estimated 653 million dollars in 
state-furnished university operating 
expenses over the next two years, 
but also ease the financial burden an 
ever multiplying college population 
exerts upon state universities 
themselves. 

At the present time five of these 
universities have reached their 

statutory limitations of enrollment. 
These include Miami and Ohio State. 

The University of Cincinnati has 
"frozen" enrollment by virtue of 
state subsidy at 17,030 students. 
This means that if UC wants to 
expand its enrollment, it must cut its 
operating expenses to accommodate 
more student subsidies. 

In light of this enrollment pressure, 
Gilligan has included in his plan a 
provision devised for filterin$ large 
numbers of incoming students into 
two-year community or branch 
colleges, and later into 
financially-struggling private 
universities. 

Students entering community 
colleges would require no deferred 
tuition payment for these first two 
years. 

Simultaneously, Ohio's 44 private 
colleges, hard hit by enrollment 
declines and increased operating 
expenses, would be afforded the 
same state subsidy per student as 
State schools. 

They would be encouraged to 
accept two-year college graduates, 
who would pay exactly the same 
two-year deferred subsidy after 
graduation at these schools as they 
would at Ohio's 11 public 
universities. 

The irrefutable criticism one raises, 
of course, is that two year 
institutions have just begun to sprout 
and may not be ready to 
accommodate channelled masses of 
new students 

Foreseeing the need to improve 
these institutions, Gilligan has 
formulated a budget whereby two 
year colleges will receive 
$200,945,000 in funds for capital 
improvements over the next six 
years. This contrasts with 
$124,825,000 to be allocated to four 
year state universities for the same 
purpose over the same six years. 

This trend is manifest most 
strikingly on the local level. The 
University of Cincinnati, over the 
next three bienniums, is scheduled to 
receive 24 million dollars in capital 
improvement grants, while Raymond 
Walters, presently enrolling over 
1,500 students, will be afforded 14 
million. 

Other features of the "Ohio Plan," 
which is now undergoing revision in 
the governor's office before being 
presented before the Ohio General 
Assembly, include the following: 

• students are required to pay a 
proportional share of state subsidies 
even if they do not graduate-if you 
drop out after one year, you pay for 
one year. 

• graduate students must also 
repay their educational subsidies. 
These total anywhere from $1,800 to 
over $4,000. 

• a husband and wife both 
attending a state school may pay for 
only one deferred tuition. 

• graduating students who enter 
the armed forces, the Peace Corps, or 
Vista are exempt from payment. 

• that women students wiio 

married and did not continue to 
work would be forgiven the 
remainder of their debt. 

• subsidies for out of state students 
would be eliminated and tuition 
increased from $1,800 to $2,400 per 
academic year. 

• an individual who fails to ma~e 
$7,000 after graduation is not 
required repayment. 

Despite the healing effect Gilligan's 
unprecedented and far-reaching 
pay-back proposal is reputed to 
possess, state tuition costs are also 
scheduled to increase next year. 

CHancellor of the Ohio Board of 
Regents, John D. Millet, reports that 
tuition costs for state schools, 
presently fixed at $660 for three 
academic quarters, will be increased 
to $750. Graduate fees will soar from 
$900 to $1,200. 

While Gilligan's scheme would 
trigger sweeping changes in nearly all 
Ohio's state universities, as it now 
stands, these changes would 
necessarily be devise. 

It is along this uncertain line that 
UC administrators po11der the plan's 
possible ramifications. 

Vice President of Business Affairs, 
Ralph C. Bursiek, pointed out that at 
UC the state presently subsidizes 
only freshman and sophomore 
students . . 

Furthermore, these endowments 
are significantly less than those 
afforded full-fledged state schools 
such as Ohio State. 

Bursiek qualified the complexities 

still further, however, noting that 
some UC students do receive full 
state subsidies, notably students in 
law, medicine, pharmacy and those 
in graduate studies. 

This whole irregular structure, 
predicted Bursiek, may well be 
revamped in the next biennium, with 
state subsidies being determined on 
the basis of general and technical 
studies programs. 

As of now, there is no explicit 
proviSion in the "Ohio Plan" dealing 
with the situation at UC. There 
pervades among some members of 
the administration an aura of 
uncertainty concerning the proposal. 

When asked what foreseeable 
repercussions the proposal might 
have at UC, Bursiek muttered 
perplexedly, "I really don't know 
what they'd do." 

Apparently, the governor's 
announcement March 21 caught 
officials around the state completely 
off guard. 

Frank Purdy, Vice President of 
Development and Community 
Relations at UC, commented, "There 
was no prior discussion of the 
proposal with anyone here. I'm sure 
there was not." 

Elsewhere in Ohio, administrators 
flamed in more expressive rhetoric. 
The disgruntled president of 
Cleveland State University, Harold 
Enarson, is reported in a Columbus 
news release to have commented, "I 
was stunned to hear the proposal 
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Editorial 

UC Must Not Die 
The time has certainly come for announcement of who will 

lead the University of Cincinnati to a future enhanced by a 
furthering of reputation and quality of educational 
experience. 

However, large masses of students, and perhaps the entire 
faculty as well as most administrators and alumni, are 
concerned with alleviating the fear that an acting President 
might be appointed. 

Their concern derives from the unusually extensive amount 
of time the Board of Directors has spent in deciding which of 
the men proposed by the search committee will receive the 
post. 

It was over a month ago that the final names were 
submitted; it is imperative that the gentleman chosen and the 
University be given enough time to prepare for the future. 

In previous editorials, we have established the fact that the 
appointment of an acting President would be a devastating 
blow to the missions for which this University is dedicated. 
Surely the Board of Directors, as a reasonable group, 
concerned only for the best interests of the University, 
realize this, and would unquestionably reject this 
condemnation of the University and all that it stands for. 

A corollary to these propositions is of course the 
realization that the Presidental Search Committee could have 
only recommended those few candidates of the highest 
possible caliber. 

What we might infer, then, is that the Board will surely 
avail itself of the opportunity to disclose the name of the 
next President at Tuesday's Board meeting. 

There appears to be no alternative, unless the University of 
Cincinnati is to be sacrificed and permanently crippled. 
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Student Body Presidents Speak .Out 
On Contemporary Campus Issues 

by Andy Marcus 
NR Staff Reporter 

" If fraternities are honest with 
themselves and honest with the 
people they recruit, they might 
receive a more positive reaction from 
those people who not even wish to 
join." 

Such was the view of Jim 
McFarland (A&S senior) student 
body president at the University of 
Idaho, who was the first of five 
student body presidents to speak 
Wednesday night at the intial 
program of Greek Week '71 entitled 
"College Campuses: Comparison and 
Contrast." 

Most fraternity people lack an 
understanding of the main goals of 
fraternities, stated McFarland. 

"Fraternities," he said, "present 
false images and at times make false 
claims as to scholastic performance 
and friendship ideals. For most 
people fraternities are very popular 
socially," he went on. 

"They can even distinguish a 
person socially," he added. 

There is tremendous potential for 
fraternities to attain the things they 
intend to do, but the means chosen 
do not achieve the set goals, he ,said. 
As a result of this, he added', 
fraternities lower their goals so as to 
fulfill intentions partially. 

Generally, said McFarland, 
fraternities should disassociate 
themselves from being dependent on 
university senrices. 

"Fr ternit· - S should be private 
organizations, not answerable to 
budget appropriations boards and the 
like," he added. 

In talking about "who really 
teaches you," Keith Schiller (A&S 
senior) student body president at the 
University of California at Los 
Angeles (UCLA), told of three main 
functions which college faculty 
members have : to teach, to conduct 
research or publish, and to give 
public service. 

"Faculty members spend so little 
of their time teaching," said Schiller. 
"Faculty members spend on the 
average of six to eight hours per 
week teaching," he said. 

Schiller claimed granting of tenure 
releases faculty members from 
teaching undergraduate courses. 

Student government at UCLA, 
according to Schiller, is in the 
process of changing the nature of 
tenure from a life-long honor to 
granting tenure for a seven year 
period, each time being renewable. 

"In this way," he added, "tenured 
faculty members would be forced to 
give adequate time to their 
teaching." 

University, spoke on the identity 
problems many college students 
experience, particularly on large 
university campuses. 

Express,ng some doubts as to ~ing 
qualified to speak about student 
identity problems, Kling did say that 
it is the campus resident as opposed 
to the non-campus resident who has 
greater opportunities for being 
informed and part of university and 
campus events. 

Students do experience difficulty, 
he added, in trying to relate to a 
professor in a course of 250 students 
and not in a seminar course. 

Kling attributed last year's 
disturbances at OSU partly to small 
little problems which constantly 
confront students. 

Warner Buxton (A&S senior) 
student body president at Jackson 
State College, speaking about student 
racial strife and conflict, attributed it 
to two presently existing situations. 

One is that black students in 
predominantly white ·colleges and 
universities are receiving completely 
erroneous information which they 
will not accept anymore. 

"These are the colleges which have 
minority recruitment programs only 
so as to take advantage of federal 
funds," said Buxton. 

body president at San .l<'rancisco 
State College, portrayed his college 
as returning to the ideal of innovative 
service orientated programs, such as 
was a number of yeaTs ago, according 
to Twichell, when the college was 
emphasizing experimental colleges 
and community involvement work. 

(Continued on page fourteen) 

Wilkes 
SBP 

Leaves 
Contest 

Junior Class President Mike Wilkes, 
A&S junior, and Senator Alan 
Lichter, A&S junior, withdrew from 
the student body presidential and 
vice-presidential contests 
respectively. They were not part of 
the same ticket. 

"Present and past student 
governments have been an ineffective 
force in the university community," 
said Wilkes. 

Annual Arts Festival Begins . 
· Schiller pointed out that the 

professor who is a good researcher is 
hardly ever denied tenure. It is the 
professor who is a very good teacher 
but who has devoted "insufficient" 
time to research who ends up in 
jeopardy, he said. 

The other reason for racial strife in 
colleges stems from predominantly 
black colleges, in most cases isolated 
from white communities, being 
harassed by white communities. 

"The white power structure," he 
stated, "try to keep the black 
student ignorant and fearful in order 
to control him." 

"This has been proven by the 
absence of 75% of the student body 
at the polls. Because of this obvious 
lack of support of the student body 
for student government as an 
effective means for improvement I 
have decided to withdraw from the 
Presidential race and try to effect 
changes through move effective 
means," added Wilkes. 

Wilkes indicated that Senate 
Speaker and presidential candidate 
John Schnure, Bus. Ad. junior, 
comes closer to his idea of student 
government than other candidates. 
Wilkes has announced his support of 
John Schnure. 

Ed Swartz 
Arts Editor 

Yesterday afternoon's Flea Market 
accompanied by whale feathers 
playing and the third annual All-fools 
Day Poetry Reading started off this 
year's Spring Arts Festival. A concert 
by Mason Proffit in Wilson 
highlighted the evening. 

This year's Spring Arts Festival is 
the largest and promises to be the 
best to be presented at UC to date. 
As in the past, there will be 
representatives-in-residence of the 
various arts throughout the 9 days of 
the festival. 

This year's Artist-In-Residence are: 
Scott Bartlett, filmmaker; Richard 
Leacock, filmmaker; Paul Cooper, 
composer; Kenneth" Koch, poet; 
Denise Levertov, poet; Murray Louis, 
dance/choreographer; Don McLean, 
folk singer and James Melchert, 

sculptor. 
Scott Bartlett's first film 

Metanomen, made at San Francisco 
State College in 1966, was winner of 
the 1966 National Student Film 
Competition. Bartlett says there is a 
pattern in his films which is "simply 
repeat and purify, repeat and 
synthesize, abstract, abstract, 
abstract". Among his films which 
will be presented at UC are : Offon, 
Trip to the Moon, Moon, Stand Up 
and be Counted, and Lovemaking. 

Richard Leacock made the first 
attempts at "Cinema Verite" and 
succeeded with the film Primary, the 

· documentary of the 
Kennedy-Humphrey contest in 
Wisconsin. He collaborated with Don 
Pennebacker in filming Monterey 
Pop and worked with Robert 
Flaherty on the Louisiana Story. 

Kenneth Koch is a professor of 
English and Comparative Literature 

Tuition Under 
Rules Change 

Scrutiny 
Possible 

by Stu Hoicowitz 
NR Staff Reporter 

The question of fee payment 
assessments for full and part time 
students in the day college has 
prompted a review by the 
administration indicating that a 
modification in policy may be 
forthcoming. 

Problems have arisen the 
administration alledges, due to the 
increased number of students 
graduating ahead of schedule and 
therefore causing a depletion in 
revenue. In the past, students have 

acquired additional credit hours thus 
overloading their schedules enabling 
them to graduate one or more 
quarters before their originally 
scheduled graduation date. 

According to Dr. Garland Parker, 
vice-provost for admissions and 
records, "fee schedules are based on 
the assumption that student pays for 
12 full quarters" or whatever amount 
of minimum time allowed for his 
degree requirements. He emphasized 
that it is the obligation of the 
university to provide for a complete 
program. 

(Continued on page nine) 

at Columbia University. In one of his 
best books of poems, Wishes Lies and 
breams, he shows his success in 
teaching children to write poetry. 
Koch was one of the three principal 
poets of the "New York school" in 
the middle and late 50's. 

Denise Levertov is currently a 
visiting professor at MIT. Her poetry 
contains a very strong element of 
inwardness, even mysticism, so that 
the particulars of outward experience 
are met by responses from within. 
Her work has the feeling of a strong 
religious impulse. 
Dan~er /choreographer, Murray 

Louis is one of today's most 
prominent avant-garde artists. Louis 
is a protege of Alivin Nikolais. As a 
dancer, Louis is noted for his 
remarkable muscular control and his 
command of movement technique. 
As a choreographer, his shifting 
designs take shape architecturally 
and geometrically to provide an 
elaborate environment of light, color, 
sound, as well as abstract movement. 

Folk singer Dan McLean is singing 
and writing about America, hoping 
for its future survival. His songs are 
very ecology oriented and he is 
raising money and working for 
several ecology organizations. 
McLean's guitar playing and lyrics 
are really great. Those who heard 
him with John Sebastian here, earlier 
this year, already know that. 

James Melchert is primarily 
concerned with "a-ness". He has 
done a whole show on the letter a 
and with it he has developed a whole 
spectrum of moods. He has used the 
theme of a to play games with 
techniques. Of course he is not 
totally locked into "a-ness". 

For more information about the 
Festival, including dates and times, 
see page 12. 

Steve Kling (A&S senior) student 
body president at Ohio State. Jon Twichell (A&S senior) student 

lsBP Candidates Renew Campaigl11 
Rose On Commuters 

Senator Gregory F . Rose , 
candidate for Student Body 
President, today announced his 
proposed programs for "improving 
commuter life on campus." 

"The commuter has been largely 
ignored by Student Government in 
the past; the commuter has become a 
forgotten student, bearing the costs 
of attending UC without really 
sharing the opportunities available to 
resident and Greek students in the 
way of government and services," 
Rose commented, "We must involve 
these students in the rich cultural, 
educational, and governmental life 
which the University offers." 

Among the Rose proposals were: 
(1.) Establishment of a governing 
commuters' council, elected by the 
commuters to serve their interests in 
a fashion similar to R.H.A. for 
resident students; (2.) Abolition of, 
or major reduction in student 
parking fees; (3.) Creation of more 
recreational and study space in the 
University Center for commuters 
when not in class; (4.) Immediate 
investigation of Servomation prices 
and quality; (5 .) A campaign to 
petition the Cincinnati Park 
Commission to continue to allow 
commuters to park in Burnet Woods, 
rather than prohibiting such parking; 
and (6.) Increase of cultural· activities 
during the free-hour for commuters.. 

Schure On Library 
"The library as it exists now does 

not meet the needs of students as 
fully as it could," said John Schnure, 
candidate for Student Body 
President. "We need to extend the 
hours that it is open; open the stacks 
to the undergraduates and increase 
the rate of book aquisition." 

In discussing the parking situation 
Schnure observed, "Presently the 
parking garages are subsidized by 
revenue from the parking lots. This is 
unfair. Lot revenue should go to 
improve and expand the parking lots, 
not pay off the bonds on existing 
parking garages." 

"Presently we have an assistant 
dean in the student personnel office 
assigned to residence hall problems 
and one assigned to fraternity 
problems. It's time to recognize the 
needs of commuters by establishing 
an Assistand Dea~ for Commuter 
Affairs." 

"We should provide an off-campus 
housing guide to aid students who 
wish to live off·campus." 

"We need to upgrade our concert 
series by bringing in more popular 
groups." 
"Student Government has the 
resources to accomplish all of these 
programs. They are realistic, down to 
earth proposals for our campus. They 
are improvements that can be made 
now, not years after we graduate." 

·Trotta Declares 

Editor's Note: It has been clarified 
by Senator Sam Joseph, elections 
board chairman that J. "Cookie 
King" Trotta is an eligible candidate 
for student body president. 

"In this day and age when the 
communists are knocking at our door 
and the universities crumbling at our 
feet it is time for a new out-look in 
government. This new out·look is 
why The Cookie King is running for 
Student Body President. 

"The Cookie King offers a new 
unique way of meeting the age old 
problems or academic standards cost 
of education and comm~nity 
involvement. To raise the academic 
quality and fatigue of our 
educations, The Cookie King 
proposes a five minute cookie break 
for every hour of class. 

With the cost of education reaching 
high peaks The Cookie King proposes 
that the University provide the 
students with free milk and cookies 
and free dental care. To meet th~ 
demand that the University be 
community involved, The Cookie 
King proposes that we petition the 
TV stations to put Star Trek back on 
the air. This is the platform of the 
Cookie King, and he encourages all 
students to keep on munching. 
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To Educate Practitioners 

CCS Provides Social Services 
By Sherry Cox 

NR Staff Reporter 

The College of Community 
Services is organized so as to provide 
professional and nonprofessional 
services that are both direct and 
unique. These services are related to 
social problems which confront not 
only the community, but individuals, 
families, and group of families. 

The primary function of the 
College is to educate practitioners 
trained in the art and skills of helping 
people. The College of Community 
Services does not limit itself to 
degree programs even though degrees 
are a traditional recognition of 
academic and professional 
attainment. 

Four departments make up the 
basic structure of the College. They 
are Social Work, Law Enforcement 
and Corrections, Rehabilitation 
Counseling, and Continuing 
Community Education. 

careers in social service. 
Approximately 45 students have 
been admitted to the Department. 
The goal of Law Enforcement and 
Corrections is to prepare students for 
professional careers in correctional 
settings. Approximately 30 students 
have been admitted. 

Solutions to social problems and 
the education of personnel to cope 
with these problems do not neatly fit 
into the traditional University 
structure; therefore, the College of 
Community Services is flexible in the 
fulfillment of its primary objectives. 

As an administrative center for 
many institutes and projects related 
to social problems, the College 
sponsors the following special 
projects. 

The Head Start Regional Training 
Office identifies training needs, 
locates resources, and organizes 
programs as part of the technical 
assistance to grantees. 

The Human Relations Institute 
uses experience-based learning to 
develop academic and research 
training programs for the 
community. It provides consultation 
to individual and groups within the 
community. 

The Rehabilitation Center is an 
experimental project of the 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Department. Group-dynamics are 
employed in work-related activities 
for the means of improving social 
skills, personal adjustment, and the 
level of employability of disabled 
and disadvantaged clients referred by 
community service agencies. 

Guidance and counseling for 
careers and higher ,education 
programs is the primary service of 
Talent Search/Project for Youth. 
Other activities include 
identification, recruitment, 
motivation, and assistance to 
minority students with college 
potential. 

Services being interested in the 
position of women in today's world, 
has initiated a new course entitled 
"Status of Women in Contemporary 
Society. " Three undergraduate 
credits will be given each quarter. 
The course will deal with the 
"History of Women in American 
Society and the Changes in their 
Status in American Political, 
Economic, and Social Life." The 
course will be conducted by the 
Institute of Human Relations with a 
team of instructors headed by a 
female staff member. 

The College's faculty takes part in 
some decisions of national concern. 
Robert W. Cassidy, associate 
professor of law enforcement and 
corrections, was appointed by 
Governor John Gilligan to the Task 
Force on Adult Corrections. Cassidy 
was the chairman of a committee 
which designed the organization of 
the task force and defined its general 
goals and methods. As a result of this 
committee chairmanship, Cassidy 
was named chairman of the Task 
Force Committee on Correctional 
Law and Inmate Affairs. 

April 2, 1971 

The primary objective of the Social 
Work Department is to offer a 
two-year program beginning at the 
junior level. The curriculum is 
designed to prepare students for 

FREE 

The Head Start Supplementary 
Training program offers full time 
employees of Head Start a chance to 
take college credit in individual 
colleges. 

FREE FREE 

Upward Bound of the University of 
Cincinnati, and Xavier University is a 
college preparatory program designed 
to generate the skills and motivation 
necessary for success in education 
beyond high school. The program is 
aimed at low-income students with 
inadequate high school preparation. 

The committee will investigate 
matters related to constitutional 
rights of prisoners in confinement 

ATE COLLEGE PRESIDENT Jon Twichell portrayed 
his college as returning to the ideal of innovated service oriented programs. 
Twichell was one of a five student body presidents speaking Wednesday night 
at the initial program of Greek Week '71 entitled " College Campuses: 
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recom mended by ltddmq d oc to rs, the 
L OV ESL EE P WATE RBE D usP> llJ ture's 
ft nest c u sh to tl w...t te r 

LOVI::SL E E:P crad les youo every move· 
ment, molds ot self to your body contours 
- yet goves perf ~c t orth0pedoc sup por t. 
Blood c tn..: ula t• o n •s tmproved, pressure 
potnts are e lomonated . You sleep 5 hours 
onstead of 8 yet awake more f resh than 
ever. 

Great for insomnoacs. mo rnong bdck 
aches Fantast ic for muscle so re athte"'s 
- overwor ked studen ts. SensJtoona l for 
lovers' Lovong o n a LOVESL EEP os lo ke 
n o thmq you've ever e:x pe r tenc ed 

The L OVESL E EP WATE ABED os marie 
f rom st rong , ultrason ocal ly sealed , heavy 
duty v onyl . Materoa ls and workmanshop 
arP guaranteed for love years L OVE 
SLEEP. poo nec• m anufac turers o f Wateo· 
beet ~ . gudrdn tecs you r SClttsfac tt o n or 
m o ney refundPci 

MAIL ORDER SPECI A L 
SINGLE 3'3"x 7'' $39 .9 5 
F ULL4'6" x7' $4995 
QU EEN 5 'x 7' $49 .95 
K ING 6'x7' $ 54 95 

Free :;; · Potycovers onc lucl ed . Post Paod 

Send me your free brochure 

Send check or money order to 

L OVESLEEP WATE RBEOS 
D•v tsto n of l-tght ray s, In c 
3 72 7 Walnut St , Phola . P" 

Name 
A d d t ess 
C tt y .. Sta t e Z op 

191 04 

Come To Passover at Hillel 
Kosher For Passover Seders, Dinners & Lunches will be 

served all week--Beg. April 9. 

ALL RESERVATIONS MUST BE IN BY TODAY! 
Call HILLEL -- 221-6728 

or 

Come TO HILLEL • 320 Straight St. 

SfEREO ST 661 
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SUNDAY 

A1S£TA 
CIJSTOM·T AILORS 

AlTERING REPAIR 
MENS - LADIES 

AI Seta Custom Tailors 
220 W. McMillan 721-1379 
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Jeremy Steig/Energy 
Jeremy Steig is a flutist. His artistry is masterful and without 
gimmicks. In this album, his first for Capitol. Jeremy is backed by his 
new 5-man touring quintet. Together, Jeremy and his band, blend jazz 
and rock with Energy and expert musicianship. 

Jeremy Steig (flute, alto, piccolo, alto flute, bass flute) 
Jan Hammer (electric piano, Chinese gong) 
Gene Perla (electric bass, electric upright bass) 
Eddie Gomez (electric upright bass) 
Don Alias (drums, congas, clay drums, percussion) • Capitol~ 

' 
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SOAP Sponsors Photo Contest; 

Entries To Be Used In Display 
Student photographers are invited 

to submit photographs of effects of 
pollution and examples of polluters 
in the Cincinnati area. 

Students Organized Against 
Pollution will use the best 
photographs submitted in an Earth 
Week display from April 19 through 
25. 

During Earth Week, students 
viewing tlre display will cast votes for 
the most effective photograph of 
environmental pollution. Cash prizes 
will be awarded on the basis of this 
evaluation. First prize is $20.00, 
second prize is $10.00, and third 
prize is $5.00. 

The deadline for submitting the 
photographs is April 17. They must 
measure at least 8% inches by 11 
inches, in either color or 
black-and-white. 

Photographs can be turned into the 
University Center Information Desk, 
addressed to SOAP. Contestants are 
asked to identify the area in the 
photograph and il:)clude their name, 
address, and telephone number so 
that the entries can be returned. An 
individual may submit as many 
photographs as he wishes. 

A major part of 1971's Earth Week 
activity will be focused on a 
fund-raisin(( campaign to finance the 

UC Professor 

Says Cal. Spill 
Much Higher 

Estimates of the amount of oil spill 
from the February 1969 Union Oil 
well blowout in the Santa Barbara, 
Cal. Channel are considerably higher 
than previously published reports 
suggested, Dr. Harry B. Mark Jr., UC 
professor of chemistry, told the 
American Chemical Society Monday 
at its annual meeting in Los Angeles. 

The conclusion is the result of two 
years of cooperative research 
conducted before and after the 
blowout. Drs. Mark and James J. 
Mattson, with graduate student 
Ta-Ching Tu, used infrared 
spectroscopy to analyze sediment 
samples. 

Santa Barbara was selected for 
primary evaluation because tar and 
oil had been seen in shelf and basin 
1ediments collected from the area, 
Dr. Mark said. The first samples were 
obtained on Nov. 8, 1968, three 
months before the well blowout. 

Additional sediment samples from 
the entire Santa Barbara Channel 
were taken and analyzed through 
1969 and June 1970, he reported. 

Ohio Public Interest Action Group. 
OPIAG, to be organized by "Nader's 
Raiders," will be a team of a doctor, 
a lawyer, and an engineer. Employed 
by the people of Ohio with the funds 
from this drive, their job will be to 
uncover pollution violations and 
prosecute t he individuals 

industries responsible. 
In addition to the photograph 

display and the OPIAG fund drive, 
SOAP's Earth Week activities will 
in.clude films and speakers dealing 
With all types of environmental 
pollution and related problems, such 
as population growth. 

"THE WHITE POWER STRUCTURE tries to keep the black student ignorant 
and fearful in order to control him," said Jackson State College student 
president Warner Buxton Wednesday night. 

News Record by Ric Skees 

For. High Schools 

Senior Day Tomorrow at RWC 
High school seniors from the 

Greater Cincinnati area will be feted 
at Senior Day, Saturday, April 3, at 
the University of Cincinnati's 
Raymond Walters College, Blue Ash. 

Sponsored by, the RWC Tribunal, 
the day will begin with registration 
from 9:45 to 10:15 a.m. RWC 
students will conduct tours of the 
Academic Building and Campus 
Center from 10:15 to 10:30 a.m. and 
again from 1 to 1:30 p.m. 

RWC Dean Ernest G. Muntz will 
welcome the students at a 
convocation at 10:30 a.m. in the 
RWC auditorium. A dramatic 

production will be presented by the 
RWC Players, under the direction of 
Mrs. Helen Cooke, assistant professor 
of English and speech. 

Other highlights of the morning 
will include a discussion of campus 
organizations and activities by 
student leaders and a demonstration 
by the Walters College Karate Club. 

Lunch will be served from noon to 
1 p.m. in the Campus Center. From 
1:30 to 3 p.m., the seniors will meet 
informally with RWC students, 
admmistrators, and faculty in the 
Campus Center. 

IDQr lnturrntty §Qop~ 
STORE HOURS: 9 :00 A.M.- 6:00 P.M. MON. thru SAT. 

Student Charge Accounts Welcomed 

323 CALH OUN ST 221-3516 
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~ 
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SUNDAY! SUNDAY! SUNDAY! 

WFIB 800 
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS 

JOIN THE SPACE AGE SPORT 
AT LAST 

AT REASONABLE RATES 

BY LICENSED INSTRUCTORS 

Norelco introduces the micro-thin head. 
Shaves up to 44% closer, SO% faster 

than ever before. 
looomm1 ij New super Microgroove"' 
~ I 0.09mm-thin heads shave 

you up tQ 44% closer than the ones 
that beat the blades. ~ 

New 90-slot design , <OJ shaves. 
. you up to 50% faster, and far 

· smoother than last year's. 
Whichever Tripleheader III 

you buy, cord model or 
rechargeable, you get 

Tripleheader Ill 
cord model 35T 
Most advanced 
version of the 
world's favorite 
shaver. 

~reko® 

new micro-thin 
heads-plus all the 

proven quality 
features of 
the world's 

favorite. 
Rotary 

action for 
smoother 

shaves. 
Floating 

heads to follow 
your face. 18 
self-sharpen

ing blades. With 
pop-up trimmer for 

sideburns. And metal 
travel wallet. 

Deluxe Tripleheader Ill. 
Rechargeable modei45CT. 
Delivers up to twice the 
shaves per charge of any other 
rechargeable. Use it with or 
without the cord. 

@ 1971 North American Philips Corporation, 
100 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 10017 

BUY TWO TACOS, QET ONE 

Fri., sat., sun. APril 2-3-4 
ON McMILLAN STREET, SOUTH OF THE BORDER FROM 
THE HAMBURGERS, WE HAVE THE BEST MEXICAN FOOD 
IN CINCINNATI AT STUDENT-SIZE PRICES; AND TO MAKE 
IT EVEN MORE ENJOYABLE, WE'll GIVE YOU ONE FREE 
TACO FOR EVERY TWO THAT YOU BUY. JUST BRING ALONG 
THE BOTTOM H~LF OF THIS AD WHEN YOU COME TO EAT. 
A CRISPY, FRIED, FOLDED CORN TORTILLA, STUFFED WITH 
PURE GROUND BEEF AND LETTUCE, DECORATED WITH 
CHEESE AND SEASONED HOT OR ,MILD TO YOUR LIKING. 

MEXICAN RESTAURANT 
121 WEST MCMILLAN ST • 

CUI OR 11:..4'12.. 
11-tl~ fA1l-i OUI 
/I+1V ~P.. t.._,~ II 
<'VEil. -ro l'l. l 
W~'f M E. 1\At&.t..MI 
1b ·flJUAJJA 1')ICo 
f""12 NJ A'PIJfN1WE. 
1tJ Goo~) e AT trJGr ! 

.fl>~p A FP.t~~ 
~ ~S'D '(01)(1. FAt-~ • 

RED EEMABLE ONLY AT TIJUANA TACO, CASH VALUE ZERO. 
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by the students of the University 
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Chief. Editorial offices are 
located in Suite 411-412-415 of 
the Tangeman University Center 

on the Clifton Cempus, Cincinnati, 
• Ohio, 45221. Telephone numbers 

are 475-2748, 2749, for News; 
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Mitchell B. Shapiro 
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Lew Moores, Executive Editor; David Litt, Assistant Editor· 
Eric Chabrow, City Editor; Marc Kahn, Sports Editor; Vikto; 
Votsch and Ed Swartz, Arts Editors; Dave Kessler 
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Edztors; Jean Bratcher, Typing Editor. 

Michael Wilkes 
Business Manager 
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Kathy Laker, Secretary. · 

A Student Right 
Recent indications are that the policy regarding tuition 

payments for four-year programs may be modified. 
As the regulations presently exist, students who take more than 

the ~ormal load of courses in certain quarters can complete their 
requrrements sooner, thus graduating earlier. 

Although t!t~ typ~ of activity is see~ingly prohibited, we praise 
the UC adm1mstrat10n for not enforcmg this, and thus, granting 
t~ese st~dents their due right-in this case, the right to proceed 
With their academic schedules at their own pace. · 

As a result some may enter the job market or proceed to 
gradua~ st~dy earlier. Thus, by not enforcing an improper 
regulat10n hke that above, the UC administration has not only 
served the best interests of the students (and therefore the 
community as well) but has also enhanced the reputation of UC 
by not placing an' encumbrance upon the students' personal and 
academic rights. 

There can be !ittle question that the regulation is inappropriate 
and even detrimental to the University, for it is common 
kno~ledge that adminis:trat~rs perfopn their functions only in the 
best mterest of the Umverstty. Consequently, since the students' 
interests. ~e de~initionally equivalent to the University's interests, 
the admmiStration must have realized that it would be foolish and 
in clear violation of their mandate to keep such a rule on the 
books. 

yve commend those who realized this discrepancy, and along 
With the masses of students, we expect an announcement in the 
nell! future that · students can now be Qfficially pe,rmitted .to 
regiSter for ~ore. than 18 hours per quarter and if they wish, 
grad~a.te earlier Without fear of financial punishment in the form 
of tu1t10n payment for unused time. 

Gilligan's Folly 
We share with many of Ohio's leading citizens, educators, and 

newspapers in voicing a rejection of the inappropriate plan by 
which our newly elected Governor expects to alleviate financial 
problems in this state. 

Perhaps the most articulate discussion of this plan's flaws was 
contained in an editorial that appeared in last Monday's Cincinnati 
Post and Times Star. 

One of the concerns of the editorial is that the "Ohio Plan" 
would "discourage college enrollment by thousands of otherwise 
qualified young people"-those who come from families who find 
themselves already unable to meet these expenses. In most of 
these cases, the editorial continues, the need to repay great 
amounts of loaned money for education would be exacerbated by 
the repayment of even greater sums. 

Perhaps the most outrageous aspect of this flaw-ridden proposal 
is the fact that although the proposal most affects students and 
educators (particularly administrators and the Board of Regents), 
there appears to have been no attempt on the part of the new 
Democratic administration to rely on consultation with the parties 
concerned. 

Instead, it appears that Gilligan, now that the campaign has 
ended and his liberal student supporters have helped to propel him 
in office, has not only completely turned his back on their rights, 
but has almost attempted to inflict what amounts to a financial 
punishment on them. 

At the same time, we can only lose faith in an administration 
that conceptualizes education in purely financial terms. 

If this is the type of administration Ohio citizens have elected, 
. we see obvious reason for Gilligan to be concerned over the kind 
of support he will get from youth and their leaders in future 
campaigns. 

another service
with a smile! 
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Thomas Malthus, eighteenth 
century British economist, was the 
first to become alarmed at the 
population explosion. He . theorized 
that population had a tendency to 
increase faster than the food supply. 
According to Malthus, too great an 
increase in population would be 
automatically checked by famine, 
disease, and warfare. In short, he 
postulated a form of static 
equilibrium between man and nature 
(i.e. there is an upper bound to the 
number of people which can be 
provided for at a minimum 
subsistence level). 

Malthusian theory began to 
crumble in the last century in the 
U.S. and Europe due to the 
technological advances made in 
industry and agriculture. Today, only 
underdeveloped countries such as 
India and China seem applicable to 
Malthus's limited explanation. 

What then? Is overpopulation no 
threat to the industrial nations? Need 
the overpopulated, underdeveloped 
countries only try to imitate the 
technological miracles of the 
Industrialized West to save 
themselves from blight, pestilence, 
and famine? 

It seems likely that technological 
expansion throughout the world 
would indeed offer a temporary 
respite to famine. The U.S. (by far 

Man vs Nature 
the leader among the industrial 
nations) has chosen to set an 
example and attempt to bolster the 
economics of underdeveloped 
nations by sharing it's technological 
expertise. It is therefore setting a 
precedent-the future of the U.S. 
dictates the future of the entire 
world. The path it chooses to follow 
will decide whether man as a species 
will survive. 

In the affluent U.S., 
overpopulation is a threat to our 
continued existance, but for reasons 
unexamined by Malthus. Famine is 
just one symptom of overpopulation; 
the greatest single manifestation of 
overpopulation in this country is 
pollution. Automobile exhausts 
industrial wastes, effluents: 
pollutants ... Industrial man in his 
effort to make life more livable, 
more comfortable, and more 
enjoyable has upset the delicate 
balance of his natural environment 
from which he is ultimately 
dependant and for which he is 
forever responsible. 

Whether one subscribes to the Bang 
Theory, that all will end in a crash 
(e.g. a new ice age as a result of a 
change in carbon dioxide content of 
the air), or the Whimper Theory, that 
the earth's life-giving resources will 
be gradually depleted, there seems to 
be on}.y one future for mankind. 

That future is extinction. Only if 
man begins to curb his egocentric 
exploitative nature and subordinate 
his exalted position in nature to the 
preservation of his environment can 
he survive. 

The most immediate problem 
mankind faces is not the depletion of 
his natural resources, but the 
irreversible damage done to his 
environment in their use. What 
mankind has found expedient to do 
in the past to feed an ever expanding 
horde of humanity has often caused 
more serious problems to the 
ecosystem. 

Consider two of the most 
miraculous advances of modern 
agriculture insecticides and 
fertilizers. DDT is remarkably 
effective as a short-term h .secticide; 
on a long term basis it is a genetic 
mutant. Fertilizers (phosphates and 
nitrates) are eventually washed into 
the streams and rivers where they 
also stimulate plant life in water. The 
resultant growth slows stream flow 
and the decaying vegetation absorbs 
the dissolved oxygen in the water 
from which aquatic animals depend 
to sustain their life forces. Ultimately 
the water becomes unfit for any but 
the simplest forms of life. (Ever seen 
Lake Erie?) 

Now consider the results of certain 
products of an industrial society 
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Chuck Naegeli 
which are less essential for its 
immediate survival. The automobile, 
the electric carving knife, enzyme 
detergents ... It is axiomatic that the 
almost insatiable desires of society 
pollute the environment. The 
problem is compounded by the fact 
that the consumer's appetites for 
such superfluous conveniences is 
growing. In the U.S., 90 per cent of 
the additional electric power 
production since 1940 has gone to 
satisfy increased per capita appetites. 
Couple this alarming fact with the 
knowledge that (if unchecked) the 
population of the U.S. will nearly 
double in our lifetime, and it adds up 
to one monumental ecological crisis. 

Amazing progress, Industrial man 
has mad~ in the last century, 
wouldn't you say? Can it continue? 
Can man continue to exploit his 
natural resources at the current rate? 
And expand his numbers? Is he 
intent on severing the very bond 
which unites him and every other 
form of life with nature? 

The future of the U.S. and then the 
world? I don't know. One initial 
prophesy, at least is safe- In the late 
twentieth century, the remaining 
natural resources of the planet Earth 
cannot be expended at the current 
per capita rate for a larger population 
without irreversible damage to the· 
environment as a whole. 

~-------------------------------------------------------Greg East 
In the first issue of one of the best 

magazines ever published, Sexual 
Behavior, there is an article by Dr. 
Leon Salzman, Clinical Professor of 
Psychiatry, Albert Einstein College 
of Medicine. Following are some 
excerpts from that article: 

"Hormones are an essential 
ingredient in what we call the state 
of love ... I don't think there can be 
a maturing adolescent who can have 
an interest in someone of the 
opposite sex without strong and 
perhaps primary sexual overtones." 

" ... people have a need to become 
related with another human being, 
on various levels, sexual and 
nonsexual." 

• ' •.. to become human some 
mothering seems to be essential." 

" ... with sex you have the perfect 
total combination of an activity that 
has physiological potentialities for 
pleasure combined with the capacity 
of human beings for giving tender, 
affectionate, meaningful gifts to 
another human being and for getting 
them in return." 

"The most far-reaching effect of 
more liberal sexual attitudes on love 
would be, r think, that people would 
not have to use love to justify sex. 
The claim of being in love seems to 
be the most often used excuse and 
justification for sex 
activity. . , .. Unfortunately this 
means that many young people who 
desperately want sex convince 
themselves that they love their 
partner in order to justify having sex 
with them." 

"As long as people, especially 
young people, confuse human 
sexuality with the human need to 

love, it will be at the expense of both 
facets of their nature." 

What do all of these statements, 
and most medical opinion about sex 
imply for the University of 
Cincinnati? 

They imply that, if you have men 
and women on the same piece of 
land together, it is senseless and cruel 
to try to keep them apart. 

Yet, the Administration of this 
University flatly refuses to build 
co-ed dorms for single students. 

Why? Perhaps another article in 
this same magazine can shed some 
light on this confusion. The 
following quote is from the article 
"Myths About Sex", by James Lesli~ 
McCrary, Ph.D., Professor of 
Psychology, University of Houston, 
Texas: 

"Erroneous and emotionally laden 
preachments about sexual behavior 
in the form of myths are 
promulgated by peers as well as 
persons in supposedly knowledgeable 
positions-parents, teachers, 
physicians, or ministers. Thus sexual 
misin,formation is spread in all 
directions, and sexual nonsense and 
bigotry become a way of life." 

The article then goes on to debunk 
sexual myths about intercourse 
during the menstrual period, the 
relationship between athletic 
performance and sexual intercourse 
the night before, an older man's 
advantages over a younger man in 
sexual activity, alcohol as a sexual 
stimulant, predetermining the sex of 
a child, the relationship of the size of 
a man's penis to a woman's sexual 
gratification, treatment of persons 

suffering from sexual inadequacy, 
and the effect of pornography on 
children. 

I moved to an apartment because I 
refuse to live in the Victorian dorms 
supplied by the administration, but 
that's not always possible. The 
limited number of economical 
apartments near campus forces many 
people to live in dorms. 

If you're going to build dorms, 
build them for human beings. When I 
say co-ed, I mean men and women 
on the same floor, in separate 
sections of the hall, with free access 
to and from both sextions at any 
hour of the day or night. Oberlin 
College is an excellent example. 

If they want to set up dress codes 
and quiet hours, that's up to them. 
Do you know why Oberlin doesn't 
have riots? because it's built for 
human beings, that's why. 

If the government or some outside 
agency tried to tell the faculty when 
they could have sex and when they 
couldn't, they would go insane. 

It's no accident that a lot of the 
people demonstrating last year were 
from the dorms. If Sanders Hall isn't 
converted into honest-to-goodness 
co-ed dorms, it will most likely be 
torn to pieces. That's not a threat 
that's reality, Mr. Langsam. ' 

Speaking of dorms, French Hall 
prices are obscene. My parents pay 
$150 a quarter ($60/month) for my 
one-room efficiency apartment. Bed, 
chest of drawers, stove sink 
refrigerator, bathroom with ~hower: 
Ten-minute walk from campus. With 
food, it comes to $250 a quarter. 

At French Hall, you pay (when I 
left) $180 a quarter for room plus 

$180 a quarter for food. And you 
have to live with somebody you 
never saw before. The room is about 
one-half the size of my apartment, 
and I have a small apartment. 

You get a !>lace to put yo'?" 
clothes, a table, a bunk bed that IS 

revolting if you are on top, and a 
phone. That's all. 

As everyone knows, Saga fodd is 
revolting to many. You must eat 
only at certain times, you may have 
sex only at certain times, and, in 
general, you are treated like a 
prisonert 

Thus, UC provides at most 
one-fourth the quality of a simple 
apartment, at half the price. This is 
known as cruelty and exploitation. 

The crowning obscenity is that 
thousands of students are evicted 
without recourse at every holiday 
period, such as Christmas or Spring 
break. Many of them must pay for 
transportation to and from home and 
live for weeks with people . they 
might just want to see for a day or 
not at all. 

This is done so that the 
Administration can pick up a few 
extra bucks renting the evacuated 
rooms out at outrageous prices. 

Again, if t he faculty were 
compelled by the government to go 
live with their parents at every 
holiday season, they would scream 
bloody murder. And that's what 
we're doing. 

I hope French Hall gets blown to 
pieces, as long as no one gets injured. 
It would do my heart good to see a 
pile of red brick rubble. 

Letters to the Editor 
(Editor's Note: The following is a 
letter sent by the President to all 
staff and faculty.) 

In my general letter of December 
28, 1970, is was implied that we 
would know more about our 
financial prospects for 1971-7 2 after 
the publication of the Executive 
Budget in Columbus. It was my hope 
that this document would support 
higher education in the next 
biennium to the degree suggested by 
the Regents. In that event, financing 
would have been available for 
considerable progress next year, and 
perhaps even for covering a moderate 
operating deficit at the close of this 
year. Now that the Governor's 
Budget has been announced, the 
picture is clearer-and darker. 

The Columbus Budget is aimed at 
curtailing baccalaureate enrollment 
and limiting expenditure increases on 
the main campuses of the 12 public 
universities, as well as at aiding 
Ohio's private colleges and 
universities, by a) inducing more 
Ohio students to enter two-year 
colleges, and b) encouraging them 
then to transfer for their 
upper-division work to private 
institutions. This plan is furthered by 
a sizable reduction in the per-student 
subsidy formula proposed by the 
Regents; by a limitation of the 
number of public-university students 
to be subsidized ; and by the 
provision of a new state per-student 
subsidy to private institutions equal 
to or larger than the subsidy that the 
11 state universities are receiving for 
their upper-division students. 

In dollar terms, whereas we had 
been hopeful of receiving an increase 
of more than $7,000,000 from the 
state next year, the published budget 
allocates a maximum of fewer than 
$3,000,000 to UC. It also limits the 
number of new subsidy-eligible 
students in 1971-72 to 250 above 
this year's figure. The net effect is 
that of a double freeze-on both 
dollars and enrollment. 

When the UC budget for 1970-71 
was prepared last spring, this was 
done with full realization that it was 
a very tight budget. But it was 
adopted in an effort to meet the 
needs of as many departments as 
possible . Then, inflation and 
extraordinarily high rises in a number 
of areas brought abo ut increases over 

the original budget that no one could 
have anticipated. The cost of coal, 
utilities, postage, supplies and 
equipment-in fact of everything that 
the University purchases-has gone 
up during the current year as a phase 
of the general inflation. 

When, at the end of the Fall 
Quarter, a survey showed that the 
University was facing a financial 
problem, the decision was made to 
institute some relatively modest 
measures in the hope that these 
might bring the budget into balance. 
At that time, at a Cabinet meeting on 
January 5, 1971, I asked the help of 
the Deans in coping with the 
University's financial problem by 
limiting the filling of new and as yet 
unfilled positions earlier included in 
the 1970-71 budget; halting the 
transfer of general funds 
appropriations from one account to 
another; and ceasing to substitute 
general funds for "soft money" or 
restricted funds. The filling of 
existing positions that became vacant 
also was to be deferred whenever 
possible. 

Some weeks later, another study 
revealed that a deficit of more than 
$1,000,000 was in the offing. There 
still was a reluctance to take strong 
action to reduce the estimated deficit 
because we believed that the next 
state appropriation for higher 
education would be substantially 
greater than the current one. In that 
case, some of the new funds might be 
used to cover the earlier deficit. 

And now, on the basis of latest 
figures, the current operating deficit, 
not counting approved but unfilled 
positions, is estimated to be 
$1,300,000. It will be possible to end 
this year without such a deficit only 
through a combination of the strict 
economies now being introduced 
plus available reserves, authority for 
the use of which I shall request fro m 
the Board. This action is essential, 
because any current operating deficit 
automatically would become the first 
obligation in next year's budget. 

Actually, the $1,300,000 
accounted for by the economies and 
reserves mentioned above, also 
become such a first obligation -
since they, at least to the extent of 
the reserves, will not again be 
available. Of the maximum of 
$3,000,000 in new state money _ 

presumably available next year, 
therefore, much already 1s 
encumbered. Indeed, and provided 
that we do not fill several hundred 
thousand dollars' worth of approved 
but as yet unfilled new positions, we 
can foresee a balance of no more 
than $1,800,000 in new funds for all 
other purposes. And this at a time 
when at least $7,000,000 would be 
needed to provide the minimal 
resources that, in the opinion of the 
Department Heads and Deans, are 
basic to the further progress of the 
University. 

Hence the following steps have 
been taken : 

1. I have appointed a committee 
made up of the five Vice-Presidents, 
under the chairmanship of Executive 
Vice President Ralph C. Bursiek, to 
present to me by April 20, 1971: 

a. A recommended list of preferred 
options including such items as 
increases and pr9motions for existing 
staff (each one percent general-funds 
pay increase costs $330,000), the 
filling of unfilled but approved 
positions, the effective operation of 
new available space, the creation of 
new positions and increases in the 
supplies and equipment budget, etc. 

b. A recommended list of options 
concerning sources of new money on 
a continuing basis, including such 
possible items as increased charges 
for services , t he Governor's 

, recommendation that tuition and 
fees be increased, the curtailment or 
el imination of some current 
programs and services, etc. 

2. I am creating also a joint 
ad ministration-faculty -student 
advisory committee to study these 
option lists a nd report to me its 
views by May 7, 1971. This second 
committee, under the chairmanship 
of Vice Provost Hilmar C. Krueger, is 
to be composed of Vice Provost H. 
David Lipsich; Associate 
Vice-President Robert W. Hoefer· 
three Deans to be elected by th~ 
Cabinet of Deans at its meeting of 
April 13, 1971; three Faculty 
members to be nominated by the 
Chairman of the Faculty Executive 
Committee, Dr. Roscoe L. Barrow· 
the newly-elected President of th~ 
Graduate Student Council ; and the 
newly -elected President and 
Vice-President of the Undergraduate 
Student Government. 

Upon receipt of this second 
committee's report, I shall decide 
upon the 1971-7 2 budgetary 
recommendations that I expect to 
present to the Board of Directors in 
June. Hopefully, by then, it will be 
possible to find a reasonably 
satisfactory way out of a dilemma 
that faces every institution and every 
community in these troublous times. 

Walter C. Langsam 
President 

Sticks and Stones 

To the Editor: 

I happened to be on UC's campus 
on Saturday February 27. I picked 
up a copy of your newspaper and 
read it without much interest until I 
tackled Bob Peter's article entitled 
"Sticks and Stones." I believe he 
referred to a recent editorial as a 
"polemical piece of shit"- quitc an 
apt description of his own work. He 
did, however, very clearly define his 
~sition. From my own point of 
VIew as a liberal, I have often 
wondered what precisely motivates a 
young American to become a 
revolutionary, just as he has 
questioned the motives of liberals. 
Does the revolutionary really feel 
that the overthrow of the 
government will be the foundation of 
a new order of "lasting peace, justice 
for all, and true equality"? There is 
m~ch irony in the logic of those who 
cla1m that peace can only be attained 
through violence: once they have lost 
th~ desire to act in a peaceful, 
rat1.onal manner, how can they claim 
the attainment of peace to be their 
goal? 

Recent history has sadly shown us 
that those governments which claim 
to be pursuing world peace justice 
and equality for all men ha~e been 
the mc;>st op~ressive and ruthlessly 
aggressive against human life. With 
absolutely no regard for the value of 
huma_n life, how can the 
revolutionary pretend to be seeking 
hu~anis~ic goals? Maybe he has a 
vahd pomt: a man will be totally free 
fro~ all injustice and oppression if 
he Is dead. 

I question what I believ~ to be 

(Continued on page five) 
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Letters to the Editor 
Bob's concept of the ultimate world 
stat?: peace, brotherhood and iustice 
achieved through force? I doubt it. A 
man cannot be coerced to believe in 
brotherhood, especially according to 
someone else's plan. So those who 
cannot accept the new state of affairs 
will be either brainwashed into 
believing in the new world 
imprisoned or executed. This in fact 
has occured in Soviet Russia and the 
People's Republic of China during 
the "purges." Such widespread 
slaughter makes the oppression at 
Kent State or Jackson State pale by 
comparison. Finally, our 
government, for all its oppressive 
activities, allows dissenters and 
malcontents (or anyone) to leave the 
country at will. Witness the current 
plight of the Russian Jews. 

I am not a patriotic American-! 
think our system is corrupt and 
archaically inefficient. I would like 
to see a socialistic (in the true sense) 
state evolve where there is "peace, 
justice for all, and true equality." 
But I will not give up my basic belief 
in the value of human life. If I give 
up this one belief, I would have no 
reason to care about peace or justice 
or equality. 

The one major difference between 
our system and the Communist 
governments is that it can be altered, 
albeit painfully slowly. This pain, 
however, is a more inviting prospect 
than the fate of the Czechs who were 
working for reform and were 
suppressed. I intend to work for 
change, but not by Marxist tactics. 
The primary fault in Marxism is that 
it is riddled with logical absurdities. 
In order to be a Marxist one must 
dogmatically accept it like a religion 
and cast aside all doubts. Then one 
can ,bravely march off and slaughter 
thousands for "the cause," just as 
our mJitary heroes march off and 
kill to preserve democracy. 

Paul F. Taylor 
Miami University 

PSY-'71 

Beware Bookstores 

To the Editor: 

In the last News Record of the 
Winter Quarter an editorial appeared 
praising the merits of a non-profit 
bookstore, an idea I wholeheartedly 
support. The editorial suggested, 
however, that such an addition 
would not conflict with the present 
system of bookstores. Somehow, the 
two would be complementary, rather 
than conflicting in nature. 

It's like the Student Government 
official in the Internal Affairs 
department who warned me jl,gaifili~1 
the specter' of av bookstore boycott 
because, "It might cause friction . 

. 
between the bookstores and the 
Student Government." Such inanities 
make me wonder if I haven't 
stumbled into the Theatre of the 
Absurd. 

Keeping this is mind, I would only 
suggest that it would be prudent for 
anyone who owns stock in the 
bookstores, to sell out before this 
Fall rolls around. 

Mike Mergler 
A&S '72 

Campaigner's Woe 

To the Editor, 

I am a candidate for the Student 
Senate from the Arts and Sciences 
College. In these · first days of the 
campaign, I have had publicity 
materials dissappear from where they 
were posted. Materials belonging to 
other candidates in the same places 
were not removed, so this was not 
the work of janitors. 

I don't know or care about who 
has done this, but I am writing to say 
that I am not frustrated by it. In 
fact, the opposite is true. A campaign 
is an experience to learn from, and I 
am glad to be gaining the knowledge 
of politics from this experience. 

This was meant by the student 
Election Board to be a happy, open 
campaign, based on contact with the 
people, and I am more determined 
than ever to be a part of it. It's fun 
to .be running, and exciting to gain 
more votes and confidence day by 
day. 

My friends and I are replacing what 
was taken. I'll keep on trying to win 
a seat on the Student Senate. 

Benne Kamin 
A&S '74 

Campus Capers 

To the Editor: 

· I wish to reply to Mr. Greg East's 
article of March 5, 1971 in which he 
complains about a sign-in sheet and 
guard in the D.A.A. Building on 
weekends. 

I'm afraid Mr. East has not done 
his homework in regard to this 
situation. In the first place, the 
process is not used to keep students 
from being locked in the building. 
All exits are always operable from 
the inside, in line with the state laws 
for the safety of occupants. 

The sign-in and guard arrangements 
was developed by a joint student, 
faculty, and administration 
committee in response to legitimate 
concerns of all three groups for the 
safety of students working in the 
building late at night and on 
weekell$ls. Our building is not at the 
crossroads~of •the . campus-in faet, it 
can seem quite lonelY when working 
_alone in a large studio at midnight or 

Sunday evening, etc. . 
To further indicate our problem, 

just two weeks ago two girls had to 
fend off a non-campus stranger who 
had entered the building when the 
guard was making his usual rounds. 
Most of our students appreciate what 
added security this arrangement 
gives, but regret with the rest of us 
the necessity for this minor 
inconvenience. 

Finally, may I remind Mr. East that 
students pay only 30-some per cent 
of the costs of their college 
education. The rest of us pay the 
remaining 60-some per cent! 

Robert L. Williams 
Assistant Dean DAA 

Campus Capers 

To the Editor: 

Your "Campus Capers" News 
Record is a washout for "capers." It 
shocks this old alumnus. 

Have you ever, or recently, read, 
say, Job's 28th chapter: The key 
states: 

There is a knowledge of 
natural things 

But wisdom is an excellent 
gift of God 

Reading it yesterday, I was so 
impressed with verses 12-28 I 
resolved to memorize them and live 
in them even amongst today's 
largely-disregarding worldlings. There 
are different levels of living, of 
course. How stupendous is this world 
in which we briefly have our day! 
Jeremiah 10:12 and 51 :15 inform on 
that, too. 

Underneath what you write, spills 
the great woe of-oh, well, let's put it 
bluntly-Christ-rejecters. "It's hard 
to kick against the pricks," one man 
was told. 

This week I've hopefully sent a 
38-page "Heaven's Passport" to a 
publisher which I should like you to 
read, should it be published. With 
your limitation to the use a 
half-dozen times in so short an 
article, of shit, all this may find no 
lodgement. But· I'll be hoping you 
come out as well as the other guy 
who kicked so hard and had the 
sense to wake up. 

(Miss) C. Myers 

Course Standardization 

To the Editor: 

According to the News Record of 
23 February, the Student Senate 
recently passed by acclamation a bill 
c o n c e r n i 'n g c r o s s - c a m p u s 
accreditation. The first item in it 
looks toward ultimate 

· "standardization of all similar 
courses throughout the University of 
Cincinnati." 

It is no accident that this request is 

made, nor, perhaps, that it heads the 
list. Persons at all points on the 
political spectrum should ponder 
carefully, however, the implication 
that when students deal with 
problems of large organization they, 
too, display the time-worn impulse 
toward standardization. 

Alfred Kuhn 
Economics Department 

Graduate Education? 

To the Editor: 

these offerings were approved and 
many now on the list had sought 
approval and been rejected. 

Although approval for Title IV 
support does not certify a program as 
being nationally distinguished, it 
does indicate successful passage 
through a structured proc~ss of 
evaluation. In each discipline a panel 
of respected scholars examines 
applications which contain both a 
description of the program and the 
vitae of the faculty. Unlike the 
American Council on Education's 

·,quality ratings, which are largely 
based on shreds of information and 
hearsay, a systematic examination of 
relevant data is involved. It is 
interesting to note that there has 
been so much dissatisfaction with the 
way in which the ACE ratings were 

determined that the whole matter is 
now being investigated by a 
committee of the Council of 
Graduate Schools. 

The fact that UC has 28 approved 
doctoral programs for NDEA 
purposes is a source of some pride. 
Ohio State University has 32, Miami 
University has 7, Ohio University has 
15, Bowling Green State University 
has 3, University of Kentucky has 36 
and University of Pittsburgh has 28. 
Clearly, this should not be 
interpreted as meaning that in most 
disciplines we have achieved, or even 
approach, the levels of excellence 
that should be our goals. It is 
heartening, however, to know we are 
well on our way. 

Robert H. Wessel 
Vice-Provost 

For Graduate Studies 

It is high time that we stopped 
deceiving ourselves about the quality 
of graduate education at UC. Your 
lead article in the March 5, 1971 
issue states that "UC now ranks as 
one of- the leading graduate 
institutions in the country." It 
should be clearly underscored (as it 
was not) that UC leads only in one 
statistic: the number of doctoral 
programs approved for NDEA 
graduate fellowships. Such a statistic, 
at best, speaks only of quantity and 
says nothing of quality. 

No Dividends 
As far as quality is concerned, we 

recently learned a disheartening 
lesson from the American Council on 
Education's report on graduate 
education in this country. Among 
the vast number of institutions and 
departments rated, UC was 
conspicuously absent. This fact, of 
course, was not noted by the UC 
Chronicle. 

, ____________ Lew Moores 

I am willing to recognize !l.nd live 
with the fact that UC has (at best) a 
mediocre graduate program. What 
disturbs me about the UC Chronicle 
is that it has reported only half the 
truth, and has thus served the 
interests of public relations for the 
University more than its objective of 
open, frank, and accurate 
communication. 

Dabney G. Park, Jr. 
Assistant Professor 

of History 

Graduate Education? 

To the Editor: 
I share Professor Park's conviction 

that quality, not quantity, should be . 
the primary goal of graduate 
education. This has clearly been the 
policy at UC in recent years in that 
the overwhelming preponderance of 
new resources has been devoted to 
strengthening existing programs 
rather than initiating new ventures. 
In fact, only one new doctoral 
program, in Speech Pathology and 
Audiology, has been introduced in 
the last five years and that only after 
lengthy consultation and planning. 
The fact that 28 doctoral programs 
have been approved for NDEA Title 
IV Fellowship support is evidenCE\ of 
the success of our upgrading effort. 
,A few years ago only a handful of 

Some student body presidents 
visited the UC campus Wednesday 
night and some wish they hadn't; 
that is, if yawns can be measured. 
Each of the presidents took their 
places on the stage in the A-4 
auditorium after the audience was 
treated to a slide show which 

:featured, of all things, last year's 
,Cincinnatian. The other show which 
·soon followed wasn't even 
entertaining, let alone enlightening. 

The representatives were from the 
University of Idaho, UCLA, OSU, 
San Francisco State College, and 
Jackson State College. It was Theater 
of the Absurd. The five presidents 
either ran unopposed when they 
were elected or perhaps politics just 
does that to some: turns students 
into simpletons. Jim McFarland from 
Idaho ·didn't even look like an 
Idahoan. He looked like a 
Cincinnatian gone mod; no coveralls, 
no straw hat, no manure stains. I was 
disappointed; college had robbed him 
of his identity, his heritage. Warner 
Buxton of Jackson State was big. He 
lo:>ked as if he were about to bite 
someone's head off (which, if he had 
done so, would have given him more 
brains in his belly than there were 
presently in his head). 

Jon Twichell of San Fran was the 
most articulate, though he may have 
been the most bigoted. I recall an 
article I once read by Hugh Kenner 
in which he pleaded not to send 
"Johnny" to college. Kenner related 
that he once received a composition 
from a college student which rea<:l, 
"We should not be prejudiced against 
Negroes and other lower races." 

Jon Twichell is evidence on feet for 
those who may doubt Kenner's 

seriousness. Jon said that the San 
Fran student government (or 
whatever the hell they call it out 
there) subsidizes every student 
organization on campus "from the 
BSU (Black Student Union) down to 
the Indians." Of course he didn't 
really mean down to that way. He 
has long hair and a beard and his 
government subsidizes the Gay 
Liberation Front too. 

Steve Kling from OSU spoke 
nervously on student identity on a 
large campus, which, judging from 
his presentation, is a subject he is 
well acquainted with. He did admit, 
however, that he hasn't given the 
subject much thought. Politics does 
disallow thought, but that is no 
excuse, especially on a campus with a 
student community of over 40,000. 

Keith Schiller of UCLA was either 
recently drafted or has had an · 
over-haul 'on his image. The yellow 
handout I received before entering 
the addresses pictures Keith looking 
for all the worJd like Dave FeBland 
who is a student here. Long hair, 
beard, mustache, the works. Indeed, 
I wish it were FeBland who delivered 
the address. Schiller, not FeBland, 
spoke on "who really teaches you?", 
an address highlighted by the 
microphone going dead. 

They all agreed the universities 
must change. McFarland said that 
frats should change as well because 
get this, students change. Buxto~ 
said either universities must change 
or they will disappear, which, 
extending his logic, means that 
universities have been changing for. 
they .!fave. not di~ppeared. ~e ,~ ... 

(Continued on page six) 
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Hospital Recently Completed 1
,. 

Medical Center BeginsConstructionAnew 
by John Vaughn 

NR Staff Reporter 

The Cincinnati area is extremely 
fortunate in having one of the finest 
medical complexes in the nation. 
Medical Center, while just recently 
completing a new hospital, has begun 
construction on a new 1 0-story 
Medical Sciences Building. The 
history of General Hospital shows 
the leadership it has taken and will 
continue to take in the areas of 
medicine and research. 

In 1819, Dr. Daniel Drake, 
reknown as a pioneer physician, 
scientist, educator, author, and civic 
leader, obtained a charter for the 
Medical College of Ohio. In 1821, 
the Commercial Hospital and Lunatic 
Asylum, under the direction of Dr. 
Drake, received a charter from the 
state, with emphasis on teaching. 
Both of these institutions, still 
operating as the College of Medicine 
and Cincinnati General Hospital, 
form the oldest teaching 
hospital-medical school unit 
established under law in the United 
States. 

The Medical Center, as it exists 
today, was established in 1962 when 
the administration of Cincinnati 
General Hospital was transferred to 
the University of Cincinnati by the 
city and all units of the Medical 
Center came under the direction of a 
University vice-president and Medical 
Center director. 

General Hospital served the 
community for 54 years in a 
complex of connected pavilions, 
before being replaced in 1969. Open 
for patients in September 1969, the 
new General Hospital has eight 
stories, and 650 beds to serve 
residents of Cincinnati and Hamilton 
County. 

Medical Center participates in 
neighborhood council activities and 
encourages neighborhood 
participation in hospital programs, 
through the Community Action 
Commission's Health Committee, the 
Cincinnati Human Relations 
Commission, and the Ambulatory 
Patient Care, Inc., Planning Grant for 
improved delivery of health care, to 
name only three of many related 
organizations. 

Medical Center employs about 
2,200 people, with approximately 7 4 
per cent of the hospital's $24.9 
million budget going into salaries. 
Hospital payments for services, 
supplies, and equipment add some 
$6.5 million to the surrounding 
community. 

The UC Medical Center includes 
Cincinnati General Hospital, 
Christian R. Holmes Hospital, 
College of Medicine, College of 
Nursing and Health, and the College 
of Pharmacy. Also affiliated are the 
Central Psychiatric Clinic, Children's 
Hospital Medical Center, Children's 
Psychiatric Clinic, Christ Hospital 
Institute of Medical Research, 
Convalescent Hospital for Children, 
Daniel Drake Memorial Hospital of 
Hamil ton County, Shriner's Burns 
Institute, and Veteran's 
Administration Hospital. 

The two-year-old facility housing 
General Hospital has now directed 
attention to plans for a 10-story 
Medical Sciences Building, adjacent 
to the new hospital, for use by the 
College of Medicine. It will permit 
significant increase in enrollment, 
offer optimum laboratory space for 
students and faculty, and encourage 
maximum interchange between basic 
science and clinical disciplines. 

At present, the College of Medicine 
_has a student enrollment of 420, and 
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total faculty of 1,026. The 
housestaff numbers 339. Through its 
hospitals, 2,592 beds are available for 
teaching. Various research programs 
are conducted in laboratory facilities 
in the present college building, 
William B. Wherry Hall, Kettering 
Laboratory, Pathology Institute, and 
the hospitals affiliated with Medical 
Center. 

The new Medical Sciences Building 
was started at groundbreaking 
ceremonies Dec . 10, 1970. 
Construction is scheduled to be 
completed in four parts. 

Stage one-half includes the 
construction of a Service Building to 
house auxiliary supplies and a 
receiving area to serve the Medical 
Sciences, Surgical Research, and 
General Hospital buildings. The west 
half is to be completed by Jan. 1, 
1972, and the east half by March, 
1973. 

Also within the stage one-half 
phase is the construction of the 
Surgical Research Unit to be 
completed by March, 1973, and the 
foundation construction of the 
Medical Sciences Building to be 
completed by July 15~ 1971. 

Several existing buildings to be 
torn down in this phase include the 
present Service Building and the 
Logan Hall Annex West. 

Stage three-fourths calls for 
expansion of the Heating and 
Cooling Plant, with bidding 
scheduled for Spring, 1971. 

Stage 1 schedules the bidding in 
June, 1971, and completion by 
September, 1973, of the remainder 
of the Medical Sciences Building:._ The 

present Pathology Building and three 
affiliated buildings will be torn down 
during this phase. 

Stage 2, the final stage, includes 
construction of parking facilit~es and 
the balance of site work, with 
bidding scheduled for June, 1971. 

The Service Building, to be 
constructed in Stage one-half, has a 
four-story structure and a penthouse, 
all in the west end, to house the 
service facilities for the new Medical 
Sciences Building and General 
Hospital. 

The east end is a one-story 
structure designed for the addition of 
nine floors to house general stores 
and pharmaceutical stores for the 
complex. 

The Surgical R esearch Unit consists 
of a basement, two upper floors, and 
designed for the addition of two 
floors. The Unit will be 
compartmentalized into units for 
research activities in special areas 
such as cancer, surgical infections, 
cardiovascular diseases, surgical 
immunology, cytology and cellular 
bioI o gy, thoracic surgery, and 
germ-free surgery. 

Finally, the Medical Sciences 
Building super-structure consists of a 
10-story structure and a mechanical 
penthouse. Included in this structure 
are three floors of library facilities, 
housing over 200,000 volumes, an 
administration area, animal quarters, 
teaching and lecture facilities, and 
research facilities for graduate 
students, faculty, and doctors 
conducting research programs. 

Medical, educational and research 
facilities are provided in Anatomy, 
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Pa thology, Surgery, 
Biochemistry ·Microbiology, 
Pharmacology , Physiology, 
Obstetrics, Gynecology, Neurology, 
Physical Medicine, Internal Medicine, 
Ped iatrics, Otolaryngology and 
Macillofacial Surgery , 
Ophthalmology, Psychiatry, 
Dermatology, ' Laboratory Animal 
Medicine, Laboratory Medicine, 
Environmental Health, Clinical 
Pharmacol ogy, and Radiology 
(Diagnostic and Therapeutic). In 
addition are all of the supporting 
facilities for a medical teaching 
institution. 

The building is planned around 
central cores which house mechanical 
and electrical services. The structure 
is heated, ventilated, and 
air-conditioned for year-round 
comfort and use. 

A 620-seat auditorium with 
balcony, will provide supplementary 
lecture and te-aching facility. 
Provisions for audio-visual and 
closed-circuit television are provided 
in all of the teaching facilities, 
including the auditorium. 

Three levels of passageways above 
the Service Building are provided 
linking the Medical Sciences Building 
teaching and research facilities with 
similar patient facilities in General 
Hospital. 

The exterior treatment of the 
building mat ches the color of the 
new General Hospital in the 
brickwork and the precast concrete 
work. The windows are of aluminum, 
double glazed with special tinted 
glass to reduce heat loss in the winter 
and heat gain in the summer and are 
pivoted to permit cleaning from the 
inside of the building. 

The interior materials are generally 
exposed materials with finishes 
selected for durability and ease of 
maintenance. Acoustical ceilings are 
used to cut down dist racting noises. 
Facilities for the handicapped are 
provided throughout the design. 

The total project cost of the 
Medical Sciences Building is 
$53,492,300. The sources of funds 
include $34.69 million grant from 
the Bureau of Health, Professional 
Education and Manpower Training of 

the National Institutes of Health, 
$17.00 million allocated from the 
State of Ohio, and $1.80 million to 
be provided by the University of 
Cincinnati. 

The Surgical Research Unit 
construction cost has been set at 
$2,162,044, with a $567,000 grant 
from the Health Research Facilities 
Branch of the Division of Research 
Facilities and Resources of the 
National Institutes of Health, a 
$200,000 grant from the Corbett 
Foundation in Cincinnati, and a 
$100,000 gift from Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Ralph Corbett of Cincinnati. The 
remaining $1 million-plus will come 
from donors and other sources in the 
department of surgery and UC. 

The new Medical Sciences Building 
and Surgical Research Unit will allow 
a 75 per cent increase in class size, 
for an eventual total enrollment of 
768 students. 

Moores 
(Continued from page five) 

defines the prevailing quiet on the 
campuses today as the calm before 
the st orm. Oh-oh. 

Buxton also included that the 
"White power structure feels if they 
can keep blacks ignorant, they can be 
controlled." Of course, Buxton 
didn't add that he is a living rebuttal 
to that argument. He is ignorant, but 
can't be controlled 

Twichell wasn't that bad, but set 
against the backdrop of the other 
four he seemed like a skillful, though 
desperate, actor trying to save a bad 
performance. The function of 
student government should be 
"people before politics" which 
sounds like an appealing rhetorical 
whimsy, but nevertheless sincere. 

I do not know whether the 
travelling expenses for these 
presidents came out of the UC 
students pockets, but I hope not. It 
was an investment with no dividends. 

Buildings Renovated; 
Massive Moving To Come 

The relocation of many academic 
departments to the Brodie 
science-engineering complex has 
resulted in vacated space in three 
buildings on campus. They are 
Chemistry. Biology and Swift Halls. 

Approximately $3,331,000 is being 
spent to renovate these buildings. 

Chemistry is the only structure 
being completely remodeled. 

ECONOMY 
JET FLIGHTS to EUROPE 

One Way $120 

"ROUND TRIP $230" 

Charters within Europe 
International Student ID's 
Motor c y c I e P u r chase & 
Transportat ion Package 

Tel. 212-725-8350/8418/9 

EUROFLIGHT, INC. 
Room 313 

370 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 

It is hoped that renovation will be 
completed by the fall quarter of 
1972 in order that the Department 
of Professional Development may 
move to Chemistry. 

Also, the offices of three academic 
departments are scheduled to move 
to Chemistry. These are Romance 
languages, Germanic languages, and 
t he mathematic department of Arts 
& Sciences. 

The occupancy of Rhodes Hall 
vacated Swift, thus enabling the 
geography department to move from 
Old Tech. 

Home Economics is moving to 
Biology following the move to the 
Crosley Tower of t he Biology 
Department. 

Renovation of Biology and Swift is 
limited to cleaning and painting 
classrooms and offices. 

Jenike said that academic 
departments enlarged during the 
1 9 60's , and department offices 
became frag mente d . Faculty 
members occupied offices in many 
different buildings. Brodie allowed 
consolidation of department offices. 

KENT STATE 

WHAT HAPPENED-AND WHY 
Pu I itzer- prize winner, 
James Michener, recreates 
the tragedy at Kent. In an 
eye-opening book conden
sation he reveals, step by 
step, the events that led to 
the fatal shootings. It is al l 
here, includin the sur ris -

ing reactions from adults 
and students across the 
country, and Michener's 
advice about handling the 
divis ion between American 
lifestyles. One of 38 articles 
and features in the April 
READER'S DIGEST 

••••••••••••••••• e Belkin Productions Presents e 
e In Cincinnati e 

: JETHRO TULL : 
: PROCOL HAREM : • • 
: CACTUS : 
: CURVED AIR : • e Saturday, April 103:30 P.M. : 
• Cincinnati Gardens • 
e Prices: $5 advance-56 at Door e 
e All Seats Reserved e 
• Tickets now on sale: Cincinnati Gardens and may • 

be ordered at all Pogue Stores. 

~ Cincinnati Gardens 
~ 2250 Seymour Ave. 73 1-8300 
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Amphitheater Replaced by CCM 
As New Complex Expands Facilities 

THE NEW PATRICIA CORBETT PAVILION will house two teaching halls, 
10 teaching studios, faculty and administrative offices, three dance studio~\> 
storage space, scene shop, a two·level underground garage, and a 440-seat 
theater. News Record by Bob Pert 

Five Kidney Transplants 

Termed 
Five men from as many residential 

areas of Cincinnati and Hamilton 
County have new kidneys as a result 
of a recent series of transplant 
operations at Cincinnati General 
Hospital. The transplants were 
performed by the University of 
Cincinnati Medical Center transplant 
team since February 16. 

The first recipients, a 37·year·old 
Kennedy Heights man, was 
discharged from Cincinnati General 
Hospital with a satisfactory result 
March 5. 

The second recipient, a 27·year-old 
Mt. Healthy man, was to be 
discharged a few days later. Both 
these men were given kidneys from a 
recently deceased donor. 

Successful 
apparatus for from eight hours to 36 
hours, while awaiting implantation in 
the recipients. Part of this equipment 
was a gift to Cincinnati General 
Hospital last year from Ruth No. 18 
of the United Order of True Sisters. 

The four patients who received 
these kidneys from deceased donors 
have been given - and will require 
for the next six months 
anti-lymphocyte globulin, a serum 
prepared to prevent rejection of the 
transplanted organ. 

This serum is produced in the 
research laboratories of the UC 
College of Medicine at the Christ 
Hospital Institute for Medical 
Research. 

by Joyce Huggins 
NR Staff Reporter 

What price must we pay for a 
better education? This is a question 
that is and has been debated for 
years. This argument now concerns 
the area behind the library where the 
old amphitheater once existed. This 
open area which was used regularly 
for years has had its aged stones cast 
aside and its grassy area given to the 
construction of a white monument 
to man's ever growing drive for more 
knowledge and skill. 

Robert Hornyak, professor of 
music education and coordinator of 
construction of CCM's addition, said, 
"The amphitheater was used on a 
fairly regular basis but with the 
advent of air-conditioned activities, 
moved indoors. That which replaces 
the amphitheater is of greater use to 
many more people." 

The design of the new building has 
imitated the amphitheater on a 
smaller scale. There will be an open 
area and a balcony. The building is 
designed to fit the contour of the 
space. The curve of Gym Road was a 
determinant in the structure of the 
building. 

The new building will house two 
teaching halls, 10 teaching studios, 
faculty and administrative offices, 
three dance studios, storage space, a 
scene shop, and a two-level 
underground garage. The focal point 
of the 60,000 foot structure will be a 
440-seat theater to be named the 
Patricia Corbett Pavilion, after the 
wife of the principal donator, Ralph 
Corbett. 

The theater will achieve a feeling of 
intimacy by a sharp thrust stage, and 
a sharp seat rise that will give 
visibility from every seat. The side 
walls of the theater will be textured 
concrete with a wood screen rear 
wall. The seats almost encircle the 
theater for acoustics as well as 
intimacy, 

The theater will be equipped with a 
very expensive and unusual organ 
from Canada donated by the 

The three other transplant 
recipients are all in satisfactory 
condition in the. Surgical Intensive 
Care Unit of Cincinnati General 
Hospital. They are a 24-year·old 
Oakley man who received a kidney 
from his sister March 2; and a 
20-year-old Lincoln Heights man and 
a 47-year-old Bond Hill man, both of 
whom received kidneys from a 
recently deceased donor March 2 and 
3. 

ABORTIONS ARE NOW LEGAL 
in New York State · 

This brings to 25 the number of 
kidney transplants performed by the 
UC Medical Center team at 
Cincinnati General Hospital since 
December, 1967. 

The kidneys used from the 
deceased donors were maintained on 
a pulsatile flow preservation 

pant'-e-mo•ni-um (pant'-a-mo'ni-uml, n. 1. wild 
lawlessness or uproar. 2. in Milton the palace of 
Satan; loo...,ly: Hell. 3. (often cap.) a den of all the 
demons. 4. the abode of thoUsands of Rroovy pants~ 
jeant1 and :dacks for.guys {gals love 'em, too). 

BROOMSTICKS" 
FLARED SLACKS 
FOR SPRING .•. 
GREAT VALUES AT 

DON'T BE EXPLOITED BY PROFITEERS! 

For safe, legal, immediate assistance of a 
BOARD,CERTIFIED OB-GYN PHYSICIAN 

Call 

THE PREGNANCY COUNSELING SERVICE 
(212) 260·211 0 

MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M. 
Comprehensive fees for under 12 weeks are less than $250. 

Terminations are performed up to 24 weeks. 
(We are currently looking for local representatives) 

VINE 
and 

CORRY 
Opposit. 
University 

Plaza 

Handsomely tailored pants in. solid~, stri~es and muted ge~metric 
tterns ... expensively detailed w1th w1de belt lo?ps, d1ago~al 

~kets, neal-to-toe cut flared legs ... ready to go m your .wrust 
and length sizes. Hurry in, use Master Charge or BankAmencard. 
Open tonight 'til 9. 

Corbett's. Ming Cho Lee, a theater 
designer from New York, is the 
consultant for the Patricia Corbett 
Theater. 

The building will include three 
large two-story studios. Two of the 
three studios will be connected by an 
overhead room that will allow 
television observation as a teaching 
aid. 

The Corbett Auditorium and the 
Patricia Corbett Theater will be 
connected by a scene shop in which 
scenery and other props can be built 
and stored. 

Jack Rouse, assistant professor of 
Broadcasting, Opera, and Musical 
Theater, commented, "The new 
scene shop will enable both theaters 
to have easier access to the props and 
will help give a little breathing room 
for people who have to constantly 
change the stage for each performing 
group. 

The College-Conservatory of Music 
(CCM) one of the oldest music 
colleges in the United States, was 
founded in 1867 by Clara Baur. 
After its merger with the University 
of Cincinnati in 1962, CCM was in 
scat·tered locations until the 
completion of the Corbett Center in 
1967. Now, four years later, the 
college finds that it does not have 
enough space nor adequate facilities 
for its students. The Corbett Center, 
which includes the Emery Building as 
well as the Corbett Auditorium was 
built to accommodate 600 students. 
The music department moved into 
the buildings with about 700 
students and now, four years later, 
the enrollment is close to 1,000 
students. 

Hornyak stated, " CCM is a 
professional school and therefore the 
principle function is to train 
professional musicians and teachers. 

One doesn't talk about music-one 
makes it. CCM needs facilities in 
which students can make music. 
Unique kinds of facilities are needed 
to make music and the minimize 
sound's travel." 

One of the unique facilities needed 
by this type of school is the stage. 
The proper facilities and the proper 
rooms are as important to music 
students as a laboratory is t o a 
science student. 

"Students must have a platform for 
their experience like they will have as 
performing artists. Concern is not in 
the size of seating but in the stage 
experience, ," Hornyak said. 

Most of the seniors are required to 
give a recital before graduatic1n. 
Students are also encouraged t o give 
recitals to help their development as 
professional performers. For every 
performance at least one, two or 
more hours of rehearsal on stage is 
required. Organ majors must 
practice, which means that the 
auditorium will be used for that 
purpose. The ensembles, choirs and 
orchestras must practice regularly on 
the stage. And also over 300 
productions are given a year. 

With all of these activities 

competing for time, the Corbett 
Auditorium simply cannot handle 
the students' needs. 

"With the addition of another 
theater as well as of more rehearsal 
rooms, Corbett Auditorium will be 
freed for the purposes for which it 
was designed," says Ron Ross, a 
graduate student and a~ instructor in 
music. 

Hornyak feels more large rehearsal 
halls are needed. Some groups have 
large memberships (some over 100 
people) and at present they can only 
occupy one rehearsal room and the 
Corbett Auditorium. Even the floor 
of the broadcasting studio is oftf!n 
used for rehearsals of some groups, 
which I imi ts the broadcasting 
department's space. With the new 
building there will be more large 
rehearsal rooms which will free 
Corbett Auditorium for other needed 
activities. 

"It also will give a chance to better 
schl"dule rehearsal rooms and 
classrooms which are now scheduled 
from 8 a.m. to' 9:30 p.m.," said 
Martha Moore, coordinator of 
musical affairs, who i!!_ the central 

(Continued on page 13) 

BRIDGE CLUB MEETING 
iOl A T.U.C. 

EVERYONE INVITED 
BEGINNERS WELCOME 

REFRESHMENTS 

MONDAY ·APRIL 5 • 7:30 P.M. 

Save SSS Burger 
Chef 

when you redeem these coupons at •••• 
Coupons good at all participating Burger 
Ch fs serving greater Cincinnati. 

Coupons Expire April 15, 1971 

--- ~~--------~-------

Super Shef 
Regularly 59c each 

2 for99c 
with this coupon 

m. r. tho 110 onel A Ml %·pOUI\d 
patty of chotco ground b .. f, broiled 
•er .,... flaiOel, served an Cl 
IMslecl ltun, with lettuce, Jo10oJo, 
a11cl aweet hr111u4CI onion. 

Goocl at all participating llrger 
Cllm senlo9 tile Greater Cloclo• 
gtlaraa. 
Coupoo axplrn April IS, "71. 

Big Shef 
Regularly .liSe each 

2 for age 
with this coupon 

Our Banquet on a Bun! Two open
flame broiled beefburgers topped 
with melted Kraft cheese, our spa· 
clal $1UCe and chopped lettuce. 

Goocl at all partlclpaflog llrger 
Cllm sarwl119 tile Greater ClaciR• 
Htlarea. 
Co•po11 explrn April IS, 1971. 

Cheeseburger 
Regularly 27 c each 

2 for39C 
100% fresh ground beer, boiled 
over open-flames, topped with 
melted Kratt cheese. 

Good ot all partlclpotl•t hrtor 
Cltm serving tile Greater Cincl•· 
11atlarea. 
Coupo• expires April IS, lt71. 

Double Cheeseburger 
Regularly 49' each 

2 for 69c 
Two full-a patties of open-. 
flame-broiled ground beef, and a 
topping of melted Krait Cheese, 
on a toasted bun. 

Good ot oil part icipating hrger 
Cltefs serving the Gr .. ter Cincin• 
••+I area. 
Coupon expires April 15, 1971. 

FAMILY RESTAURANTS 

Super Shef 
Regularly 59c each 

2 for99C 
wjth this coupon 

This is tho IIG one I A full %·pound 
patty of choice grou~d beef, broiled 
over open flames, sernd on a 
tocuted bun, with lettuce, tomato, 
and sweet ~rmuda- onion. 

Goocl at all participating lurger 
Cllefs senl119 tile Greater Clncln• 
oatlarea. 
Co•pn expires April IS, 1971. 

Big Shef 
Regularly SSe each 

2 for age 
with this coupon 

Our Banquet on a Bun! Two open
flame broiled beefburge rs topped 
with melted Krall cheese, our spe· 
cia! sauce and chopped lettuce. 

Good at all partlclpatl•g llrger 
C .. fs serwl119 tlte Greater Cl•ci•· 
11atl area. 
Co•p .. explrn April 15, 1971. 

Fish Sandwich 
Regularly 35c each 

2~or49c 
with this coupon 

Flaky fish fillet, deep-fried ancf 
served on a toasted bun with our 
special tartar "nuce, 

Goocl at all partlclpatllt Inter 
Chefs senlog tile Greofar Ch•cl•· 
HtlarH. 
Co•pe• axplrn April IS, 1971. 

French Fries 
Regularly 23' each 

Thin, golden-brown Idaho Frt{lch 
Fries lhat melt in your mouth. 

Good at oil p•rt lcipatiRg hrger 
Chefs serwi119 tlte Greater C:incin· 
•atiarea. 
Coupe• explr.S April 15, 1971. 
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For Netters and Duffers 

Southern Swings Opened Season 
by Joe Wasiluk 

Ass't. Sports Editor 
a total of 309 strokes and 77 .5 
average. He was followed by Rich 
Ehlen and Bill Birch with totals of 
314. Andy North of the University 
of Florida took top individual honors 
with a total of 281 strokes. 

The first home match was last 
Monaay against ~astern Kentucky 
which the Cats dropped 5-4. The 
results of the match were the same as 
those of UC's 5-4 lost to the same 
team at Richmond; Ky. John 
Peckscamp, playing the number one 
position for Cincy, Joe Foley, 
number three man, and Barry 
Wauligman, the Cat's sixth man, all 
won their singles competition. The 
double team of Peckscamp and Arlo 
VanDenover, Cincy's number two 
netter, won their set but Eastern's 
netters won the remaining two 
double's set in both matches to take 
the two victories. 

Armor Resigns as Cincy Mentor; 

Sophs Lead Bearcats to Victory 
Spring sports are in full bloom at 

Cincinnati as the Bearcat golfers and 
netmen have returned from trips 
through the South to continue their 
schedules with some rugged Northern 
competitors. The golfers, coached by 
Dr. Bill Schwarberg, finished tenth 
among a field of 30 teams in the 
prestigious Coral Gables Invitational, 
while the tennis team, led by coach 
John Morris, found the southerners 
to be a little unfriendly, as the Cats 
returned to UC with a 1-6 record. 

The Linksmen, in pursuit of 
Cincy's 18th consecutive winning 
season, finished the Coral Gables 
Invitational, hosted by the University 
of Miami, with the total of 1252 
strokes. The University of Florida 
finished first in the meet, with 1132 
strokes. 

Senior Geoff Hensley was the low 
individual performer for the Bearcats 
with scores of 76, 73, 78, and 82 for 

The next meet for the Linksmen is 
tomorrow as Cincinnati travels to 
Columbus to compete with always 
strong Ohio State and Ohio 
University. The first home meet is 
April 12 as the Cats host Ball State 
and Northern Kentucky State. 

The tennis team had some trouble 
getting started as their only victory 
during the Southern tour came 
against Furman 6-3. During the 
spring tour the Cats lost to Duke 6-3, 
North Carolina 9-0, Wingate 8-1, 
South Carolina 7-2, Presbyterian 8-1, 
and Eastern Kentucky twice by a 5-4 
count. 

If UC tennis fans remember 
correctly, the Cat netmen started off 
slow last season only to win the last 
12 of 14 matches and finished the 
season with a respectible recorcl 

THEBOTTOMHALF'S 

Grand Opening 

Celebration 

FREE BELT 

1 Leather Belt with the 
purchase of 2 pr. of Bottoms 
at THEBOTTOMHALF'S newest 
store in Cherry Grove Plaza or 
THEBOTTOMHALF at University 
Plaza !I 

Get ready for Spring with 
a Free Belt (leather that is) 

THEBOROMHALF 

University Plaza • Cherry Grove Plaza 

Two other netmen, Bob Helmers, 
playing the fourth position, and John 
Drier the Cat's fifth man, lost in both 
matches. 

The next match for the Bearcats is 
tomorrow afternoon as they host the 
Toledo Rockets on the Boyd 
Chambers Courts located directly 
behind Dabney and French Halls. 
The event is free to the student 
body. 

Cincy's super soph-studded track 
team opened their 1971 schedule last 
Monday humilating Morehead State 
114-31. The extremely talented 
Bearcat squad swept 16 of the 17 
events in providing Coach Paul 
Armor with his final victory as UC 
coach. Armor has resigned as head 
track and cross-country coach to 
accept the same position at Ashland 
College. His resignation takes effect 
immediately and Chuck Hunsaker, 
former assistant coach, takes over the 
head coach duties. 

Armor has lead Bearcat track teams 
to a 12-5 record and . the cross 
country teams to a 24-10 mark. Last 
season the track team set eight 
school records and was the first in 
UC history to score at the NCAA 
Track Championships. The cross 
country teams finished among the 
top 30 at the last two NCAA 
Championship Meets and his 1969 
team, which finished 13-2, is 

regarded as the best in school 
history. 

In the meet last Monday, Dave 
Neely, Morehead's high jumper won 
the even with a leap of 6 feet even to 
prevent UC from winning every 
event. Meanwhile sophomore AI 
Lanier won three events himself and 
placed in two others. Last year's 
leading scorer and most valuable 
performer, Lanier won the 100 yard 
dash in 10.3 seconds, the high 
hurdles with a time of 15.1 and the 
long jump leaping 21 feet and 1/4 
inches. He also placed third in the 
triple jump, an event in which he 
placed in sixth position at the NCAA 
Track Championships last spring. 

Among the other Bearc'\t winners 
were Eric Mumford and Dan 
Stapleton, also sophomores. 
Mumford, who has been providing 
Lanier with some strong competition 
in the jumping events, won the triple 
jump with a distance of 43-10 1/4. 

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 

IS YOUR 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 

fON CAMPUS' 

This 
applicator 
was filled 
a week 
ago ... 

' 0 0 

WWeia·>® 
PRE-FILm 
~ r/jf()(M1(; 

Emko research has produced 
a new applicator for applying 
foam contraceptive . . . new 
Emko Pre·Fil features an ap. 
plicator that can be filled in 
advance of use ... up to a week 
ahead of time. 

The fill ing of an applicator at 
the time of need can be emo
tionally disruptive . . . can lead 
to " skipping" . . . Emko Pre-Fil 
is a way to help overcome 
this problem .•. to assure 
better family planning. 

Emko Pre·Fil . . . highly effec
tive, substantially fre e from 
side effects, easy to use. Ask 
your physician about EMKO• 
and EMKO PRE·FJLTM . 

For your full color 29" x 45" Gentle Journey poster, send com plete name and address w i th $1 to Beniamin o Cribari , Box 77551, Sa n Francisco, Ca. 94107 

Availabl e at drug stores every. 
where without prescription. 

T'H£ E MK OCO M P ANY, S T . LOUI S, NO. 

Stapleton, double winner for the 
Cats, took first with the mile and half 
mile with times of 4 :24 and 2:01.6, 
respectively. 

This afternoon and tomorrow the 
Bearcat runners appear in Lexington, 
Ky. for the Kentucky relays. The 
first home appearance for the Red 
and Black is April 16-17 when UC 
hosts the Queen City Classic. 

Wrestling Squad 
and Coach 
to be Honored 

The University of Cincinnati will 
honor its best wrestling coach and 
team in the school's history at an 
awards banquet Tuesday April13, in 
the Seasongood Faculty Center on 
campus. 

The dinner will honor outstanding 
members of the squad which finished 
with a 17-1 dual meet record and 
high ranking at two tournaments, 
and Coach Jim Mahan who will be 
making his final appearance as the 
Bearcat mentor. Mahan resigning 
from UC to enter private business 
bows out at Cincy with a 38-~5-2 
record in four years. 

Stan Abel, two time NCAA 
wrestling champion at Oklahoma and 
Mahan's successor will· be the main 
speaker. Abel comes to UC from 
Ohio University which finished third 
in NCAA competition this year, 
and was assistant coach.! .. 

The banquet is opened to the 
public. Cost is $3.50 a person and 
reservations can be made by calling 
475-2635. Cocktail hour begins at 
5:30p.m. with tlinner at 6:30, 

CSS Plans 
(Continued from page two) 

including disciplinary procedures in 
relation to minimum due process and 
legal assistance to prisoners and 
parole~. Cassidy's committee will be 
visiting all adult penal institutions in 
Ohio. 

The College of Community 
Services is a concerned college 
dealing with the problems of present 
day society. Its professors are 
dedicated and highly qualified 
professional personnel who are 
offering the best training available 
for students interested in community 
services. 

WFIB & U.C. 
10 YEARS 

TOGETHER 

BE 
LISTENING 
SUNDAY 

Travel Plans 
for Europe? 

Write· SOFA. SOFA is the operator 
of over 5000 Student Charter Flights 
connecting more than 50 European 
cities. (Also Tel Aviv. Bombay. 
Bangkok, Nairobi.) Up to 70% sav
Ings over normal tares. 
Our SOFA, Please send me Infor
mation on all travel bargains tor 
individual students In Europe, In· 
eluding listings of Student Flights. 
Name----------_ 

Address ---------
City-- - -- State --Zip -
Mall to: SOFA, European Student 
Travel Center. 1560 Broadway, New 
York, NV 10036. (212 586-2080} 72 

For tours to Eastern Europe, stu· 
dent hotels. riding & sailing camps, 
contact NBBS, 576 Fifth Avenue, 
New York. NV 10036 (212 765-7<122}. 

YOU'RE NOT 
ALONE. SOMEONE 
DOES CARE. 
Un wanted pregnancy is a l onely 
proposi tion. Maki ng 
arrangements on your own for 
a lega l abortiOn can be extremely 
d i ff icult, i f not imposs ible, 
especia lly if you l ive o ut of New 
York. Now there is somewhere 
to turn for understanding and 
ass1s tance. We cut th ro ugh all 
the frustrating red tape to get you 
taken care of as quick ly as 
possible. We make all the 
arrangements for you in advance 
wi th an accred ited clin ic or 
hospi tal, staffed by Board 
Certi fi ed gynecologists and 
mature, experienced counselors 
who will guide you through th is 
diffi cult period with compassion 
and sensit ivity. l et us show you 
that someone does care. 

for an appointment, tall : 

(212) 832-1044 
CENTRAl ASSISTANCE REFERRAl (XCHANGE 

Suite 316 , 527 lexingto n /\venue 
N ew York, N . Y. 

There is c1 fc c for our services. 

,, 

,,, 
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South Proves Inhospitable for Cincy; 
Bearcats Face Tough Home Schedule 

,, 1 

The Bearcat baseballers returned 
home to friendly Philip Meyers Field 
last Monday and opened their 1971 
home season with a convincing 11-2 
victory over Morehead. The win was 
only the third of the young season 
for the UC team returning home 
from a gruelling tour of the South 
which left the Cats with a lack luster 
2-7 record. 

The Glenn Sample coached squad 
opened their season at Columbia, 
South Carolina against the South 
Carolina Gamecocks and lost 7-6. 
From there the Cats traveled to 
Winter Park, Florida where they split 
a pair of games with Rollins College 
losing 9-0 and winning 1-0 behind 
the pitching of Terry Cadle. UC then 
moved on to DeLand, Florida where 
they lost to Stetson 6-5 in eleven 
innings. 

Participating in the Jacksonville 
tournament UC met Auburn and 

...._ 

Miami of Florida losing decisively to 
both colleges. The Bearcats broke 
their losing skein beating Valdosta 
State 5-2 and moved north to 
Lexington, Ky. where the hosting 
Kentucky Wildcats took a 
doubleheader 4-1 and 6-3. 'Both 
games were called in the 7~h inning. 

Now the Red and Black face a 24 
date schedule which finds them 
playing 20 games at home including 
5 doubleheaders and 11 games on the 
road involving two doubleheaders. 
The doubleheaders are with Toledo, 
Ohio State, Louisville, Wright State, 
and Hanover at home and Butler and 
Bowling Green away. 

Glenn Sample in his eleventh 
season as the head baseball mentor is 
optimistic about this season 
considering the Bearcats lost only 
four men off last years team, Twenty 
lettermen return including pitchers 
Gary 'J'!'lompson, D~nny Nagel, Terry 

Starting his third season for John Morris' netters is Arlo VanDenover who 
1 1 will be swinging his racket in the number two position. The tennis squad will 
' attempt to rebound from their disasterous beginnings as they lost six out of 

their first seven matches. 

. ~ 
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A Beautiful Ring ... 
Just $195 

Don't you think she'd really 
rather have a ring from 
Newstedt-Loring 

Andrews? We promise 
that nowhere in 

Cincinnati can you get 
a better value. 

Divided payments, 
no finance 

charges. Set 
shown is $205. 

Engagement 
ring only 

$195 . 

ulna mosl revealing and sensnlva 
111m ever about our aanera11on. 
118RI8SIIC lliCk."-na 

EXCLUSIVE 1st RUN 

Andy 
Warhol 
presents 
J oe 
Dallesandro 
in 

introducinJ" Jane Forth and Holly Woodlawn directed by l'aul Morri ... y 

DAILY 7 and 9 p.m. 
LATE SHOW FRIDAY & SATURDAY, 11 P.M. 

SUNDAY CONT. 2 P.M. 

® 

Cadle. and .Art Ramsey, cateher Rick 
DeFelice, who led the Cats in homers 
with 6, runs batted in with 15, and 
had a .563 sluggins average and Mike 
Pastura, left fielder, who led the 
team in hits last year with 30. 

New prospects on the team are 
freshman Mike Curley, Jerry Lux, 
Darryl Mitchell, and Terry Roberts, 
all in the outfield, and pitcher Rick 
Labitzke. 

Commenting about the team Coach 
Sample said, "Experience will help us 
all around. Also our defense and 
hitting is better than last year." 

The Cats play four games next 
week all at home starting Thursday 
afternoon at 3 :30 against Ashland 
College. On Friday', they host Toledo 
at 3:30 and entertain Toledo again 
on Saturday in a double header 
beginning at 1:00. 

Colorfully embroidered 
applique bib-fronter; 
navy, mac, brown; 7 to 
13 

liM's, Tryout~ F 2~¥!!!f T\!!!!~!! .h!!~ 
Dr. Parker agreed that a covered by gifts, grants, taxes and Tryouts for the UC cheerleading 

squad will be on Wednesday, April 
14, at 7 p.m. in the gym of 
Schmidlapp Hall. There are many 
openings on the squad for both male 
and female members. 

Practices will be held for both men 
and ·women on April 8 & 12 at 7 
p.m. and April 10 at 10 a.m. All 
practices will be held in the gym of 
Schmidlapp Hall. 

Tryouts for Mr. Bearcat will be on 
April 15 at 7 p.m. at Schmidlapp 
Hall. For further information call 
John Fisher at 661-7818. 

Competition will soon begin in 
many events for the Spring 
Intramural season. Heading the list of 
events will be softball. The 
University and All-Campus Leagues 
will begin play Monday. 

There will also be competition in 
both leagues in tennis, track, golf, 
and badmitton. Entry blanks for 
organizations will soon be due. To 
pick up entries and to answer any 
questions see Glenn Sample in 205 
Laurence. 

clarification in University policy was state subsidies. 
needed because of vague terminology "We aren't looking for ways of 
that was inapplicable in the past in extracting every last dollar," stated 
explaining policy. He maintained Ralph Bursiek, vice president for 
that although a strict audit has not business affairs. He reiterated that 
been undertaken to determine which the responsibility of the University 
students have avoided payin~t tuition was to maintain a complete program 
for the full period, it has always been for each student according to his 
the understanding of the University college requirements. 
that students are to carry a program Though the policy for f.ee 
which would be evenly distributed payments has not been implemented 
according to the time allowed for effectively, both men agreed that 
completion of course work. changes may be made in order to 

The vice-provost raised two issues adjust the tuition rate so that it can 
of concern to the University in be assessed on a more equal basis. 
regard to early graduations. One 
major consideration stated was the 
inequity of allowing some students 
to pay less than others for the same 
amount of total hours. Another 
consideration voiced by Dr. Parker 
was whether the University could 
afford the expense of allowing 
students who have not paid full 
tuition to receive their diplomas. 

Though tuition has increased, Dr. 
Parker added that the student only 

40 of cost of 

DECALS ON SALE 
One hundred additional day 

parking decals for a temporary lot 
on Calhoun St., next to St. 
George's Church, have gone on 
sale today at the cashier's office. 

The reason for the additional 
de~ls is a Cincinnati Park Board 
decision to limit parking to only 
three hours in Burnett Woods. 

Call them shorties, 
smartie pants, short cuts, 

briefies, city shorts, hotsies ... 
or HOT PANTS ... but don't knock 

'em if you haven't tried 'em. Try 
them at MARTIN'S where the selec

tion is almost endless. Here are 
just a few; come, see them all! 

KNIT MIDRIFF COMBO 
Zig-zag acrylic knit set; 
beige/brown or 
red/navy; S.M.L. 

$12 • 

PATCH PATTERN DENIM 
Mock madras butterfly 
patches rampant on blue 
denim; 5 to 13. 

$8. 

DOUBLE KNIT ACRYLIC 
Groovy cuffed knit with 
stitched creases; black, 
purple, brown; 5 to 13. 

HIP-RIDING CORDUROY 
Exceptional value! Blue, 
grape, navy, white, mint or 
peach ; 7 to 15. 

$3.90 

WOVEN GINGHAM CHECK 
Cotton/polyester bold checks 
in raspberry, orange or blue; 
5 to 13. 

$5.90 

ZIP-FRONT ROMPER 
Crisp white square dots on 
navy or red cotton 
one·piecer; 7 to 13. 

$11. 
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Springer's Task Force 

April Crystalization for Ohio Youth Corp 
by Maureen Hehman 
NR Staff Reporter 

Structure of the Ohio Youth Corp 
(OYC) is still in the planning stage 
and should be crystallized by 
mid-April according to Gerald 
Springer, Ohio youth corp director. 
Since Springer was first notified in 
November of his appointment, he 
and a hand-picked task force have 
been discussing theory and 
organization of the OYC. 

The task force is comprised of 37 
members, ages 15-60. Rolin Johnson, 
30, Cleveland, a former Peace Corp 
member, heads the task force. The 
group has been divided into three in 
order to come up with three 
different proposals. These will be 
considered and a unified 
recommendation will go to Governor 
John Gilligan. 

Three young task force members 
from Cincinnati discussed some of 
the concerns a,nd difficulties facing 
the task force. Pat Bradley, counselor 
at the Childrens Home, a task force 
member, explained that the group is 
seeking a new structure and a new 
approach rather than modeling the 
OYC on an existing structure. 

"One reason more publicity about 
OYC is not available is that we do 
not want to create false hopes with 

shill ito' 

trendsetter 

. . . the shop that side

tracks the "straight" way 

to casualness AND the 

"straight" prices. Skinny 

ribs, tanks, body shirts 
• 

and scad~ of slacks get 

together .f~r a long lean 

spring and surflmer look. 

Drop into the trend, in 

Shillito's Budget Store. 

Downtown only. 

high sounding phrases. We are 
sincerely trying to create a workable 
vehicle to meet the needs of youth in 
today's communities. We want to 

. reach a larger proportion of young 
people than have ever been reached," 
Miss Bradley said. 

Dave Johnson, Staff member of the 
United Christian Ministeries, another 
task force member, says the task 
force is constructive and composed 
of people knowledgeable about the 
concerns of youth. Johnson 
emphasized that the task force is not 
yet ready to make a recommendation 
to the Governor. 

"My personal bias, however, is that 
the OYC should be an agency which 
to a large degree is run, administered 
and directed by young people 
themselves. This is a case of youth 
facilitating youth. Adults cannot 
interpret what youth are or should 
be concerned about. I think there are 
enough skills among youth to 
responsibly run a group of their 
own," Johnson said. 

Steve Gibbs, administrative 
coordinator of the Cincinnati Free 
Clinic, a task force member, 
explained that the task force 
members were chosen because of an 
activist role relating to youth. 

Gibbs said, "Basically the OYC is a 

state organ iz a ti on with local 
branches in cities. It will operate to 
get young people's ideas on the road. 
The Free Clinic is an example of this 
kind of young people's project. The 
United Christian Ministeries helped 
get us going." 

OYC will support local projects by 
lending technical advice, money, 
machinery, etc., Gibbs said. Another 
facet of a local OYC would be a 
clearinghouse to channel youth 
volunteers to appropriate projects, 
including some traditional volunteer 
agencies, Gibbs added. Gibbs sees 
OYC as primarily oriented to local 
rather than statewide issues-a 
vehicle for implementing grass-roots 
projects. 

The subject of money was rarely 
mentioned by OYC people. One task 
force member did mention that a 
very small budget of $50,000 for the 
first year could be a handicap to the 
OYC. To make a comparison, the 
budget for one year for the Free 
Clinic, a small organization, is 
$83,000. However, OYC is helping to 
receive money donated from private 
sources such as charitable 
foundations and, perhaps, labor 
unions. 

Springer, OYC director, did relate a 
general outline of organization and 

NOWHERE COFFEEHOUSE 
PRESENTS 

THREE ONE ACT PLAYS 

"NOON" 
"WITNESS" 
"BRING IT ALL BACK HOME" 
TONITE-RHINE ROOM-8:30 

MEN'S 
STUDENT 

ADVISORY 
HAS CHANGED 

BE .A PART 
OF THAT CHANGE 

Petitions At Dean of 

Men's Office 

expectations for the OYC. 
"This is a project-oriented 

program. We are trying to find the 
mechanism to help young people get 
organized in projects of their own 
choosing. OYC will act as a service 
organization to any group that wants 
to get a project going," he said. 

There will be a full time paid 
organizer at the local levels to assist 
local OYC boards in making projects 
workable, Springer added. 

The Ohio Youth Board appointed 
by Gilligan acts in an advisory 
capacity to Springer. This board will 
decide on statewide youth programs, 
but local OYC boards will decide 
what local projects to get involved in, 
according to Springer. 

One project already decided by the 
Ohio Youth Board is the internship 
program announced by Springer Feb. 
5 at the University of Cincinnati. 
This program, also referred to as the 
Governor's School, is funded by a 
private foundation, the Ohio 
Leadership Dynamics Institute. 

This school consists of a 10 week 
summer program whereby 20 
students, ages 17-19, work at the arm 
of a state cabinet official, Springer 
explained. The program is already in 
effect and accepting applications 
now, he added. 

"Through the internship program 
we hope to attract young people to 
government," Springer commented. 

He further explained that a pilot 
project of four local OYC boards will 
be set up this year. Cincinnati is one 
of the cities chosen for a local OYC 
board. The local board members will 
be appointed the first year and then 
they will recommend a method of 
choosing or electing future board 
members, Springer said. Springer 
emphasized that the OYC is intended 
to include young people of all 
backrounds. 

"The government, rather than 
trying to do something for youth, is 
looking to youth for fresh 
approaches to community problems. 
Government is bound by 
tradition-we hope to tap the 
resources of youth to bring some 
creativity to solving the problems in 
our communities," the director said. 

The OYC is now housed within the 
Office of Urban Affairs. Springer is 
assisted by Mrs. Fran Sirak, a 
psychology graduate of Webster 
Grove College. Lynne Skilkin and 
Lenard Roberts are also on the staff. 

Other states such as Illinois and 
New York have youth corps, but 

these Ohio Young people seem 
determined to set up their own kind 
of thing. The OYC is still in the birth 
process. Everyone involved seems to 
be having labor pains. For this 
reason, the difficulty in getting 
people to talk about OYC is more 
understandable. 

Gilligan Plan Creates 
State-wide Controversy 

(Continued from page one) 

from the governor's own lips, and I 
was . more stunned when I was 
informed of the details. This puts the 
burden of the increasing cost of 
education on the poorer students and 
doesn't even take into account the 
increases in fees contemplated in the 
governor's budget. It's dead wrong
the beginning of the death of higher 
education in Ohio. It opens a 
pandora's box, not to mention the 
administrative problems it would 
create." 

For this year at least, passage of 
Gilligan's plan in the 
Republican-controlled legislature 
appears remote. Opposition, both 
within and outside political circles, is 
intense. 

The New York Times, which gave 
Gilligan's announcement front page 
treatment, describes Ohio Regents 
Board Chairman, John Millet, as 
indicating that Ohio's educators were 
almost unanimously opposed to the 
measure. ' 

"T llh>~,.e the governor's concern," 
he said, "but we've got to find other 
ways more socially beneficial than 
saddling this generation of students 
with the costs of higher education." 

One sarcastic instructor is quoted 
as complaining, "The next thing 
they'll have you paying back your 
high school costs." 

Other obiections to the governor's 
brain child centers around its 
proposed intention of, as Gilligan 
puts it, "enabling any kid, even on 
welfare, to get the same break as a 

millionaire's son, and to go as long as 
he's willing to pay back in the 
future." 

Critics note that the poorer student 
- at least the one unable to pay 
$1,500 while still iq school - incurs a 
doubly prodigious debt after 
graduation. 

Millet, Bursiek and others have 
noted that Gilligan's plan overthrows 
the established concept that publicly 
financed education actually serves 
society at large by allowing graduates 
to obtain better jobs and thus pay a 
greater share of the state tax burden. 

The graduate under the "Ohio 
Plan" would theoretically be taxed 
twice for his education. In this sense, 
critics have argued, the plan 
pre-supposes the benefit of higher 
education to be derived purely by 
the individual. 

Allen W. Ostar, executive director 
of the American Association of State 
Colleges and Universities, declared 
that the "Ohio Plan" would, in 
effect, mean "the end of public 
higher education." 

Perhaps the most often cited 
scepticism concerning the proposal 
deals with the feasibility of enforcing 
deferred payment. Precisely, how 
would one keep track of the 182,000 
students now enrolled in Ohio State 
universities. 

While the answer to this question 
has been left OPJ!n for consideration 
Gilligan has pointed out that the us~ 
of Federal and State tax records 
would be of notable facility. 

ABORTIONS 

-Counseling And Referral Service-

Abortions are now legal in New York 
State. If you think you are pregnant, 

don't delay. 
MEDIGAL REFERRAL is a discreet 
professional service that handles you 
with understanding. We make all 
arrangements and appQintments with 
Board certified obstetricians, 
gynecologists and anesthesiologists in 
fully licensed and accredited hospitals. 
in Queens, Manhattan, Brooklyn and L.l. 

Costs range from $250 to $375; 

depending on personal need_ 

MEDICAL REFERRAL 

The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati. 

142 Mineola Ave., Roslyn Heights 
ll 11577 

(516) 621-8000 

Seven Days A Week 

"A memorable, heart-warming 90 minutes ... " 

"Who wou1d believe history could be 
so entertaining and enlightening?" 

"I hope you will replay your special so our parents 
might have the opportunity to see it." 

THE PEOPLE SAID IT ALL! 
When it ran before, a 
flood of letters and 
telegrams came pouring 
in almost the moment 
"Swing Out Sweet Land" 
was over. 

We've printed a few 
typical comments above, 
partly to remind you 
how special the show 
was, but mostly to 
make sure you're 
watching again when ... 

IN "SWING OUT SWEET LAND" 

Thursday, AprilS· 8:30-10 P.M. EST· NBC-TV 
(Check for local time and station) 
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Psychoanatomy Talk 

Dr. Bela Julesz will speak on 
"Foundations of Psychoanatomy" 
today at 3:30 in Room 233, TUC. 

Julesz is the head of the Sensory 
and Perceptual Processes 
department of Bell Laboratories 
in Murray Hill, New Jersey. He is 
noted for the application of 
computer technology to the study 
of stereoscopic vision and is 
responsible for the first major 
break-through in our 
understanding of depth 
perception since the invention of 
the stereoscope by Sir Charles 
Wheatstone in 1938. 

Language Referendum 
The Ad Hoc Alliance o- Arts & 

Sciences Students today released 
plans for a referendum on the 
A & S Foreign Language 
Requirement. The referendum 
will take place during the Student 
Government elections, April 14th 
& 15th, 9:00AM to 5:00PM. 

Students will be asked to 
respond to a series of questions 
concerning the language 
requirement. Among the 
alternatives on the referendum, 
students will be asked about the 
substitution of culture courses, or 
whether the requirement should 
be optionalized. 

Anyone interested in working 
on the referendum or on the issue 
of language requirement should 
attend the Alliance's next meeting 
on Tuesday, April 6th, at 1 :00 PM 
in Room 230 TUC. 

Hershey: Prof, Author 

Dr. Daniel Hershey, 
professor of chemical cu; .. aucca 

is author of three books puu ... ~ .. ,-~1 
in the past six months. 

The latest is "Everyday 
Science," published by 
Doubleday, New York (1971). 
"Blood Oxygenation," was 
published by Plenum Press 
( 1970), New York . "My 
University, My God," Vantage 
Press (1970), New York, is a brief 
volume on his educational 
background and his experience in 
university teaching. 

'The Eisenhower Years .. 

"The Final Thrust" will be the ' 
topic of "The Eisenhower Years" 
at 8 p.m. April 5 on WGUC-FM 
(90.9). The weekly series details 
the life of the late president. 

Faculty Attend Meeting 
Seven UC faculty members and 

14 students will attend the 63rd 
annual meeting of the Southern 
Society of Philosophy and 
Psychology, April 8-9, at the 
University of Georgia, Athens. 

Dr. Joel Warm, assistant 
professor of psychology, is 
program chairman for the event 
and will present two papers. 

Other UC faculty members who 
will take part include, in the 
Department of Psychology, Drs. 
R .J. Senter and Richard S. 
Melton, professors; Drs. Thomas 
Mulhern and Robert M. Stutz, 
assistant professors; and Drs. 
Anthony Grasha and Janet F. 
Rees, lecturers. 

Dr. Ernest M. Weiler, assistant 
professor of speech pathology and 
audiology at UC, will also attend. 

Participating UC psychology 
students are Thomas J. Fruth, 
Alexander Newman, Paul 
Riechmann, Julius J. Persensky, 
Kurt R. Metzger, Kathy J. 
Kazmaier, Jeffrey L. Clark, 
Ronald L. Rossi, Robert L. 
Brunner, Lloyd Hastings, Pamela 
Vassolo and David J. Micco, all 
graduate students and Robert R. 
Hoffman and Elizabeth J. Kilduff, 
undergraduates. 

'Educational Technology' 

Two faculty members from the 
department of quantitative 
IU)alysis will participate today and 
tomorrow in the annual midwest 
conference of the American 
Institute for Decision Sciences at 
Bowling Green, Ohio. 

Dr. John M. McKinney, assistant 
professor, is on the planning 
committee for the gathering. Dr. 
Robert T. Riley, assistant 
professor, will serve on a panel 
discussing "Educational 
Technology and the Decision 
Sciences Curricula." 

Dr. O'Connor Here Today 

Dr. Francis V. O'Connor of the 
Smithsonian Institute in 
Washington will present a lecture 
in Room 306 Physics at 8. p.m. 
Monday. His topic will be "Art 
for the Millions: The W.P.A. And 
Mter." 

O'Connor received his Ph.D. 
from John Hopkins University 
and has published a catalogue on 
Johnson Pollack for the Museum 
of Modern Art in New York. 

,GRIDUATE STUDENTS 
Sunday, April 4, 6:30 P.M. 

SPAGHETTI DINNER: BEER: COKES 

MUSIC BY "POSSUM PIE" 

Come to the G rod Club Spring Po rty 

with a Friend Come 

Come to Hillel: 320 Straight S·t. 
(We c:an only ac:c:omadate 50: please c:all 

221-6728 today for reservations- There is 

a S1- c:harge for. dinner) 

Visit the fut!Jre whe~e love 
is the ultimate cr1me. 

THXII38 
"""' warner bros. IGPI..:..~ I 
• K irYley C()(Tllany 

Robert Duvall and Donald 
Technicolor® 

Please nee 
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UN Vet To Speak 
Mrs. Ruth Gage-Colby, a veteran 

of 25 years at the United Nations 
in New York, will express her 
concern over the use of atomic 
power in a speech on "Protection 
of World Environment" tonight at 
8:15 at Temple Sholom. 

Deeply involved in United 
Nations affairs for many years, 
Mrs. Gage-Colby traveled to 50 
countries on behalf of the 
Children's Program and sponsored 
the World Youth Assembly in 
1970. 

Belief in the political power of 
women led her to join with 
Women's International League 
For Peace & Freedom in their 
crusade to ban nuclear testing and 
she has attended Disarmament 
negotiations in Geneva and is now 
president of the group. 

She has worked with Mrs. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. for racial 
justice and has participated in 
efforts to end the war in Vietnam, 
including active service on the 
Presidential campaign of Senator 
Eugene McCarthy. She is one of 
the five national coordinators of 
the upcoming peace 
demonstration in Washington on 
April 24. 

Philharmonic Orchestra 

Violinist Igor Oistrakh will 
perform with Zubin Mehta and 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic 
Orchestra at 6 p.m. April 4 on 
WGUC-FM (90.9). 

NFS Grant 

UC has received a grant of 
$82,517 from the National 
Science Foundation under the 
1971 NSF Graduate Traineeship 
Program. 

The grant will provide support 
for 14 continuation traineeships 
for the 1971·72 academic year, 
and for seven 1971 summer 
traineeships for graduate teaching 
assistants. 

Cohen Nominees 

Nominations for the Mrs. A.B. 
(Dolly) Cohen awards for 
excellence in teaching are now 
being accepted. 

The $1000 awards were 
established in 1961 by the late 
Mrs. Cohen, well-known 
Cincinnati philanthropist and civic 
leader. Two prizes are given each 
year. 

All full-time faculty members 
are eligible for the awards. 
Nominations may be made by 
students, alumni or faculty 
members of the University. The 
nominations should be by 
individual letters rather than 
petition. 

The awards will be presented at 
the May meeting of the University 
faculty. Nominations and 
supporting statements should be 
submitted by April 10 to the 
Teaching Awards Committee, in 
care of Mrs. Ethel Siefert, Room 
362, McMicken Hall. 

World Affairs Tours 

The ·world Affairs Institute will 
a tour of UC's campus 

between 2 and 4. The tour 
for high school seniors in 

state area, and will meet 
auditorium. Tour guides 

needed, and will receive 
cinnatus service points. 

the Admissions Office, 

Poetry Lecture 
H. Steele Commager Jr., 

associate professor of classics at 
Columbia University, will give two 
lectures on the Augustan elegiac 
poet Propertius April 7 and 8. 

Free to the public, the lectures 
are in memory of Louise Taft 
Semple. Professor Commager will 
speak April 7 on "A Poetic 
Treatment" and April 8 on "An 
Anti-political Legacy," both at 4 
p.m. in Room 127, McMicken 
Hall. 

Cincinnatus Party_ 
Cincinnatus Rush Party will be 

held today from 4:00-5:30 p.m. 
in Annie Laws Drawing Room. 
Mr. William Scott Fee, A&S '71, 
president of Metro, and 
Cincinnatus member, will speak 
on "The History and Purpose of 
Cincinnatus. " Everyone is 
welcome. 

Cincinnatus petitions are now 
available in the Deans' of Women 
and Men Offices, the Admissions 
office, and the Information Desk 
in the Union. They are due April 
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Home - Ec. Grant 
A five-year grant has been 

awarded to the University of 
Cincinnati's College of Education 
and Home Economics for 
graduate study in the field of 
dietetics. 

Source of the $77,780 grant is 
the Division of Allied Health 
Manpower under the U.S. 
Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare. 

The funds will be used as tuition 
d stipends for students pursuing 
Master of Education degree with 
ecialization in UC's food and 

utrition program. 
Recipients will be prepared, 
der stipulations of the grant, to 

ssume educational and 
dministrative roles in hospitals, 
linics, health and welfare 
endes, schools and colleges, and 

ther allied health professions. 
Four students have been 

ppointed to study under the 
rant during UC's upcoming 
ring quarter. They are: Jean 

akness, Mrs. Mary Tholking, Mrs. 
n~a Gouge and Mrs. Catherine 
rogan. 

RWC Plays 
"Apple Pie," a collection of 

three one-act plays by satirist 
Terrence McNally, will be 
presented at the-Raymond Walters 
College at 8 :30 p.m., tonight and 
tomorrow in the RWC 
auditorium. . 

Tickets, at $1 each, will be sold 
at the door. The Walters College is 
located at 9555 Plainfield Rd., 
Blue Ash. 

just folks··· 

How many cups of Gatorade® 
can you driitk between 

Corbin, Ky., and Taotpa, Fla.? 
(For free.) 

On your way to your Florida Easter break, every 
Marathon station along I-75 from Corbin to Tampa will give 
you new orange Gatorade free. With or without buying any
thing. There's no limit. If you're thirsty, drink all you want. 
(Our cup runneth over with conviviality.) . 

There's also a straight reason for stoppmg at Mara
thon. Even your parents would approve. Our gasoline. That 
we don't give away. We sell it. (A little capitalistic, maybe, 
but it's a living. ) And to show that our hearts are pure, all 
Marathon petroleum products and automotive services are 
guaranteed. Satisfaction _or your mon~y back, a~ o?r lawyers say. 

For considerat10ns not entrrely altrwsttc, our dealers 
accept most major credit cards. BankAmericard. Master 
Charge. American Express. Carte Blanche. Diner's Club. And 
our own. · 

. So when you go south, keep your car filled with the 
Big Red M (your basic sis boom bah}. Then when you get to 

Corbin, start filling yourself, too. 
If you're flying down, we 

don't even want to hear about it. 
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Largest Spring Arts FestivalBegins At UC 
today 4/2/71 

'IF', Coffeehouse Theater Tonight 
Noon Films of the Spring Arts Festivals of 1968, '69, and '70 will be shown 
in the Great Hall. Admission is free. 
2 p.m. Film workshop with filmmaker Richard Leacock in the Great Hall 
TUC. Admission is free. ' 
4 p.m. An informal lecture and demonstration in techniques and trends in 
modern dance by Murray Louis, dancer and choreographer, in the Great Hall 
TUC. ' 
5 p.m. Arts symposium in the Great Hall featuring a dialogue between visiting 
artists Richard Leacock, filmmaker; Murray Lollis and company and faculty 
members P.W. Manchester, Resident Dance Critic, CCM & Paul Cooper 
Resident Composer, CCM. ' 
7 p.m. & 9:30p.m. The pop film "IF" directed by Lindsay Anderson will be 
~hown in the Great Hall. This film is very meaningful and relevant to the 
1ssues concerning education today. "IF" is an artfully constructed story of 
English middle class education, discovery and revolution. Admission is 75 
cents. 
7:30p.m. Talent Show, "What's going on? Through a cultural talent tour we 
seek the answer" featuring the Marvelous Gospel Messengers, Arthur 
Patterson, Three Plus Soul, and others. This is to be held in Wilson Aud. and 
is sponsored by the United Black Assn. Tickets are $1.25 in advance and 
$1.50 at the door. 
8:30 p.m. & Midnight Coffeehouse Theater .featuring three one act plays: 
N_oon, Witness, and Bringing it all Back Home by Terrence McNalley and 
duected by student, Jeff J. Wiggeringloh. The coffeehouse will be in the TUC 
Rhine Room and admission is 7 5 cents. 

sat. 4/3/71 

Murry Louis Dances In Wilson 
Noon UC Film Society presents 
"Everybody is a Star" or a 
filmmaker. The event starts around 
The Burnet Woods Shelterhouse area. 
Bring some food to share, your pets, 
wierd clothes, friends, your camera 
and film if you have one. Be filmed 
or film others. Richard Leacock, 
filmmaker-in-residence and film 
society will be available for advice 
and discussions. 
Noon to 5 p.m. Free rock festival 
featuring local bands in front of the 
Fieldhouse. 
7 p.m. International film La Strada 
directed by Frederico Fellini in the 
Great Hall. The film is like a modern 

\ morality play' set along the fringes of 
(1ur urban society. The constantly 
shifting backgrounds of circuses and 
'small towns add a purely visual 
fascination. Admission is 75 cents. 
8:30 p.m. OPERA EXCERPTS -
Riders to the Sea by Vaughan 

Williams and Der Freischutz Act II 
by Weber. Both will be performed in 
Corbett Auditorium and are free. 
Staging is by Priscilla Masavage and 
Wilfred Engelman; musical director is 
Robert K. Evans who is assisted by 
Sylvia Plyler. 
8:30 p.m. MODERN DANCE 
PERFORMANCE FEATURING 
THE MURRAY LOUIS DANCE 
COMPANY in Wilson Auditorium. 
Student/Faculty admission is $1.50. 
Murray Louis, a protege of Alwin 
Nikolais,has been heralded as one of 
the leaders of the avant-garde in 
modern dance today. As a dancer, 
Louis shows great command of 
movement techniques and as a 
choreographer, he shows great 
inventiveness. The Ohio Arts Council 
is helping UC Program Committee 
sponsor this beautiful event. 
9:30 p.m. Classical Film - Broken 
Blossoms, directed by D. W. Griffith 

mon. 4/5/71 

will be shown in the Great Hall for 
75 cents. 
Midnight COMEDY FILM 
FESTIVAL in the Great Hall. 
Admission is 75 cents. Four films 
will be shown. Buster Keaton stars in 
Sherlock, Jr. a film in which a young 
man has two ambitions: to win a girl 
and to become a great detective. 

A spry and monumental old bed 
serves as a kind of world stage for all 
the children of Adam, who enact 
symbolic scenes of the human 
comedy from birth to death, in The 
Bed, directed by James Broughton. 
The Orange Film directed by Karen, 
Johnson is a sensuous lesson on the 
absurdity of objects. A TRIBUTE 
TO PRESIDENT LANGSAM, 
directed by UC student Alan 
Kunstler is a humorous tribute to 
UC's President upon his retirement, 
starring Dr. Langsam and a UC cast 
of funsters. 

John & Yol{o 
Participatory Cinema 

All day long UC students can create 
an environment to their choosing in 
the TUC Old Lobby. Foamboard 
and/or Triwall cardboard will be used 
to build colum'!s, cubes, pyramids, 
etc. to stack, ftt together lean on 
and crawl in. Colored lights and 
other effects will be used to explore 
the nature of the Old Lobby as 
people manipulate and build. This 
event might be taken outside in front 
of Tanners for a plastic air room. 

Also all day SCULPTOR JAMES 
MELCHERT will conduct a 
workshop in Alms Gallery, DAA. 
Everyone is welcome. 
Noon The enviro"nmental film THE 
TIME OF MAN will be shown in the 
Great Hall. This is by far one of the 
best environmental films available. 
All the proceeds from this film 
(admission is 75 cents) will go to the 
Ohio Public Interest Action Group. 
2 p. m. FILMMAKER RICHARD 
LEACOCK will hold a workshop in 
the Great Hall. 
3 p.m. DENISE LEVERTON will 
conduct a poetry reading in the TUC 
Faculty Lounge. Her poetry has a 
very strong eleme nt of inwardness, 
even mysticism, so that the 
particulars of outward experience are 
met by responses from within; and 
quite a few poer;ns focus solely on an 
inner space of consciousness where 
the images and revelations of dream 
or vision manifest themselves. 
4 p.m. An Arts Symposium with 
Richard Leacock, filmmaker; Denise 
Leverton, poet; and James Melchert, 
sculptor will be held in the TUC 
Faculty Lounge. Also participating in 
the dialogue will be : Dr. Scott 
Huston, CCM; Harris Forusz, 

Community Planning; and Jon Reich, 
WGUC. 

5:30 p.m. The UC student 
invitational PHOTOGRAPHY 
EXHIBIT will open in Alms Gallery, 
DAA. During weekdays, the exhibit 
will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
7:30p.m. JOHN LENNON - YOKO 
ONO PARTICIPATORY CINEMA 

wed. 4/7/71 

EXPERIENCE FILMS in the Great 
Hall. Student/Faculty admission is 
$1.00. The films include 
APOTHEOSIS, TWO VIRGINS, NO. 
5, and FLY. 
8 p.m. Lecture: "Art for the 
Millions-The W.P.A. and Mter" by 
Dr. Francis V. O'Conner in Rm. 306 
Physics. O'Conner is an authority on 
the art work of Jackson Pollack. 

Scott Bartlett 
Presents Films 

All day Environment creation in the TUC, Main Lobby. Electric media-s~ .: 
images, films, tapes, and lights will be added (See April 5 ). Also all day will oe 
another Sculpter Workshop with James Melchert in Alms Gallery, DAA. 
11 a.m. ROTEN GALLERY PRINT SALE in the TUC Art Gallery will go on 
until 8 p .m. 
Noon A collection of films by UC students will be shown in the Great Hall. 
Admission is free. The films include underground and above ground. 
2 p .m. FILM WORKSHOP WITH SCOTT BARTLETT in the Great Hall. 
8 p.m. FILMMAKER SCOTT BARTLETT AND HIS FILMS in the Great 
Hall. Student Faculty admission is $1. A discussion will follow the films. 
Bartlett was a winner in the 1966 National Student Film Competition for his 
first film Metanomen. The films to be shown include; Offon, Trip to the 
Moon, Moon, Stand Up and be Counted and Louemaking plus recent films 
still in the making. 
8:30 p.m. A COFFEEHOUSE AND WORKSHOP with Don McClean in the 
Rhine Room. He will concentrate at this workshop on banjo so if you play 
banjo this should be especially interesting. Admission is free. 

tues. 4/6/71 

, . 
sun. 4/4/71 

M aerobiotic 
Dinner, 
Films 

5:30p.m. MACROBIOTIC DINNER 
in the TUC President's Dining Room. 
Admission is $1.50. Sandy Otto an 
e~pert in t~e a~t of organic cooklng, 
wtll superv1se m the ~reparation of 
the meal, and will later share her 
views ·and experience related to the 
religious and philosophical 
implications of macrobiotic cooking. 
The menu is: Miso soup (soybean 
base), Fried Tofu (bean curd) Brown 
Rice with baked vegetabl~s and 
Hizeeki (seaweed), Bancha Tea·, 
Apple Sauce and Cookies. 
8 p.m. FILMMAKER RICHARD 
LEACOCK and his films followed by 
a discussion and reception. 
Student/Faculty admission is $1 and 
the event takes place in the Great 
Hall. Leacock made the first 
attempts at "cinema verite" and 
succeeded with the film Primary the 
documentary of the 
Kennedy-Humphrey contest in 
Wisconsin. Currently Leacock is 
experimenting with new ways to use 
the film mediurn and developing 
synchronous sound equipment for 
super 8mm filming. 

Music '71/n Corbett 
All day Creation of an Environment in the TUC Main Lobby; and James Melchert will conduct a sculpture workshop in 
Alms Gallery, DAA. (see Monday) 
11 a.m. ROTEN GALLERY PRINT SALE will be held in the TUC Art Gallery. This will be open tillS p.m. and also 
Wednesday. 
12:30 p .. m. ~RID?E ~APPENING with Don McLean, folk singer; Earl Taylor, Aim McCall and The Stony Mountain 
Boys. If 1t rams thiS wzll be moved into the TUC Main Lobby. · 
I p.m. MOVEMENT <_>F ~EOPL~ AN_D CA~GO, an I_ndust~ial Design presentation will be featured in the TUC Faculty 
Lounge. The presentatiOn IS multzmedza an~ mvolves f1lm, ~hdes, tape and in-person dialogue. 
4 p.m. NOV:ELIST STANJ~,EY ELKIN w1ll read from h1s latest novel The Dick Gibson Show in the TUC Faculty 
L?u.nge. El~u~ has also w~1tten novels Boswell and A Bad Man and a collection of short stories entitled Criers and 
Kzbztzers, Kzbztzers and Cr~ers. 

7:30 .p.m. FOLK WORKSHOP WITH . DON McLEAN will be held in the TUC Faculty Lounge. Don is the excellent 
folksmger that .w~ at th~ John Sebastian Concert here earlier this year. He is singing and writing about America with 
the hope of seemg It, surviVe the years ahead. McLean's songs are very ecology oriented. 
B:30.p:m· !VfUSIC 71 FEATURING THE AEOLIAN CHAMBER PLAYERS will be held in Corbett Auditorium. 
Adm1~s1on IS ~ree. T?e. tenth ~e~r of t~e A~olian Chamber Players finds these five men occupying a unique place in 
Amer1can mus1c. The1r mterest IS m mus1c wr1tten for the mixed timbres of strings, winds and piano. 

fri. 4/9/71 

World Premiere 

thurs. 4/B/71 

Folk Concert 
With Dirt Band 
12:30 p.m. BRIDGE HAPPENING. 
Folk singer Don McLean and Pure 
Prairie League will be featured. In 
case of rain the event will be held in 
the TUC Main Lobby. 
2 p.m. Film workshop with Scott 
Bartlett, filmmaker in the Great Hall. 
3 p!m. POETRY READING BY 
KENNETH KOCH in the TUC 
Faculty Lounge. Koch is one of the 
three principle poets of the "New 
York School" who are distinguished 
by their devotion to the Lyric 
Theatre. 
4 p.m. ARTS SYMPOSIUM with 
guest a rtists Scott Bartlett, 
filmmaker; Don McLean, folk singer; 
James Melchert, sculptor ; and 
Kenneth Koch, poet. This will be 
held in the TUC Faculty Lounge. 
8 p.m. THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT 
BAND · AND DON McLEAN in 
concert in the Fieldhouse. Seating is 
informal; bring a blanket. Tickets are 
$2.50 in advance and $3 at the door. 
The Dirt Band has been around for 
sometime but has weathered various 
changes. Their music ranges from 
serious folk to unadorned bluegrass. 
The five members play banjo, drums, 
washboard, washtub bass, harmonica, 
guitar, accordian, and mandolin. 
They have been most recently heard 
with their· version of the song Mr. 
Bojangles. 

8 :30 p.m. CREDO, world premiere 
of a major choral/orchestral work by 
Paul Cooper, CCM composer-in
residence. The text gives both 
performer and li s t ener new 
perspectives on the dilemma of 20th 
century morality. It is a very moral 
work, a contemporary plea for 

reassessment. 
This concert, designed to show a 

panorama of American religious 
thought, will include American folk 
hymns and spirituals. Elmer Thomas 
will conduct the CCM Chamber 
Choir Chorale and Philharmonic 
Orchestra. Admission is free. 
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New Facilities Complement CCM 
(Continued from page seven) 

control for scheduling. Hornyak feels 
that performance is the key ·note to 
professional training. 

CCM not only offers a Bachelor of 
Music, of Arts, and of Fine Arts, but 
also offers master and doctoral 
degrees. 

Ross stated, "CCM is one of the 
few professional music schools that 
houses such musical diversity. The 
students can become more versatile 
performers because of the diversity 
offered by the collel{e." 

Students in CCM also gain 
experience by working with 
professionals. Much or the faculty is 
comprised of members of the 
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and 
many students perform with the 
Cincinnati Ballet Co. Much of the 

teaching is done on a private basis. 
Teaching voice students, for 
example, is much more effective on a 
one-to-one basis. Students also have 
opportunities to work with the 
Summer Opera, the Playhouse in the 
Park and other places around the 
city. 

Jack Watson, Dean of CCM, feels 
that there are three important 
ingredients in a good performer. The 
first is a talented student, second is a 
good faculty to guide and encourage 
that student and third is the proper 
facilities to help the student learn. 

Rouse feels that a student is "only 
as good as the physical plant which 
he comes from." 

"Talent is important, but the 
proper facilities are needed for 
proper training of that talent," he 

said. Rouse feels that in order for the 
school to help give the students an 
opportunity for employment, polish 
and professionalism are needed to 
attract outside people to the school. 

Ralph Corbett stated, "With this 
building added to the present 
facilities of CCM, it will bring CCM 
among the top three music schools in 
the United States." The others are 
Juilliard and the University of 
Indiana. 

CCM not only serves its own 
students but also has summer 
programs for high school students. 
One is the Summer Institute which 
runs five weeks, another is the String 
Congress Summer program for string 
players. Also some 1,200 students 
ranging in age from four years to 17 
years register each year for the 

Center Aids Maladjusted People 
The University of Cincinnati 

Rehabilitation Counselor Training 
Program (RCTP) has grown greatly in 
community service since its inception 
in 1966. Director of this graduate 
program in the College of 
Community Services is Dr. Julian S. 
Myers, professor of psychology. . 

The RCTP Center is located on 

Greek Week 
Continues 

Greek week activities continue 
today with a blood drive in the 
Tangeman University Center from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 

Tonight under the glittering ball in 
Music Hall's Topper Room couples 
will dance to .the music of "God's 
Good Air" and the "D'Italians." The 
highlight of the Greek Week Dance 
will be held in Music Hall from 9:00 
p.m. to 1 :00 a.m. Tickets can be 
purchased at the door. 

Tomorrow, there is a Rock Festival 
from 1:00 p .m. to 6:00 p.m. in front 
of the Armory-Fieldhouse. Music will 
be by five local rock groups which 
include Borrowed Thyme, God's 
Good Air, Whalefeathers, Day 
Breakers and Wonder Wall. Following 
the Rock Festival will be the 
traditional Greek games and chariot 
races at 7:00 p.m. ~n Nippert 
Stadium. 

Sunday, at 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. grade 
school children (ages six to nine 
_.;years) from Clifton and surrounding 
area schools will participate in a "do 
as you like" arts festival on the 
campus. The program will consist of 
three main events. First there will be 
educational films and cartoons for 
the children in A-4. After painting a 
giant mural, the children will play 
games in the quadrangle which will 
be concluded by a box lunch. 

Greek Week activities will be 
concluded by a wine and cheese 
party -at the Phi Kappa Theta Hd'use 
from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. There will be 
presentation of Greek Week Awards. 

Scioto St. Here socially and 
emotionally maladjusted persons can 
learn adaptive skills and prepare to 
take their places in society again. 

The Center also serves as a facility 
for field work for the graduate 
students in RCTP. Fees for the 
clients are paid to UC by the agencies 
referring those who are ready for this 
kind of counseling. 

Success in the UC Rehabilitation 
Center has led to branching out at 
the request of outside agencies. 

A new unit on Reading Rd., the 
Kursban Center, is a project of the 
Hamilton County Slow Learners 
Assn. The work done here focusses 
more on community adjustment and 
job preparation and less on social 
adjustment-a step up from the 
Scioto Center where those who have 
learned to get along with others can 
find how to function in less 
restricted areas, Dr. Myers said. 

In July a small unit will be started 
for deaf adolescents and young 
adults having social and 
psychological problems of overall 

' adjustment, according to Dr. Myers. 
This will be at the Kursban Center. 

In addition, RCTP has "a fair 
amount of involvement with two 
centers for the Cincinnati Board of 
Education. One is at the Guilford 
School and the other at the Condon 
School for physically disabled 
children." 

The Board's work in these projects 
is funded through a contract with the 
Federal government. Carole Lambert, 
a graduate of RCTP, coordinates the 
~counseling and rehabilitative aspects. 

"Another facet of RCTP at the 
University is a non-credit training 
program funded under a contract 
with the State Bureau of 
Rehabilitation as part of the New 
Careers Project. These students are 
studying for jobs as aides to 
counselors working in the field," Dr. 
Myers explained. 

"We also get Board of Education 
referrals of high school youngsters 
who are faJling by the wayside 
because of psychological problems 
and have been dropped from the 

public school system. We are trying 
to work with their difficulties and 
get them back into school or jobs. 
. "Our type of center is fairly unique 
In that other rehabilitation efforts 
are largely connected with medicine, 
while our emphasis is on correcting 
social and cultural f:rctors. 

"These programs are part of our 
community service as well as part of 
our overall program where we have 
both academic interest-in RCTP and 
New Careers--and also community 
interest and involvement," said Dr. 
Myers. 

Contract Gained 
For Training 
Development of a new, career to be 

known as "audiometric assistant" 
will be undertaken at UC under a 
$10,000 training contract from the 
National Association of Speech and 
Hearing Agencies and the Division of 
Manpower Development and 
Training. 

Dr. R. Vernon Stroud, program 
director in speech pathology and 
audiology, announced the award. Dr. 
Kenneth Donnelly, professor of 
audiology and head of the 
department of speech and theater 
arts, will be project director. 

UC is one of 10 experimental sites 
selected for the project. Donnelly 
noted that employment 
opportunities for audiometric 
assistants are expected to develop 
rapidly. He will begin recruiting 
immediately four persons interested 
in working with tl:wse having hearing 
impairments for the six-month 
training program. 

Main criteria for acceptance into 
the program are interest and high 
school reading level. Included in the 
project are tw:Q months of classroom 
and laboratory work in the area of 
hearing testing and four months of 
on-the-job training. 

Order now for early Spring Delivery 
BEAUTIFUL 
CALFSKIN SUEDE 

Name ________________________________________ _ 

Address ______________________________________ __ 

Chocolate Brown or Beige City State _____ __ Zip· _____ _ 

$26 ~n~ludes Postage 

SIZE 5 0 7 0 9 0 11 0 13 0 BROWN 0 BEIGE 0 
Send check or Money Order to: 

MORGAN SUEDES • 1808 Union St. • San Francisco, CA • 94123 

preparatory program. 
Dean Watson stated, "We have 

more of a function than just to the 
music students. Over 300 concerts 
are given a year. I hope that students 
and faculty in the other colleges will 
take advantage of them." 

Student attitudes toward the new 
addition are varied. The music 
students feel that the building is very 
needed because of the space 
shortage. 

Janelle Rouse, a senior in music 
education, said "The present, 
facilities are inadequate. I think these 
facilities have attracted many of the 
people and will attract more 
students. The ballet department is 
growing tremendously. 

Len Marsico, a senior in Radio and 
Television and student senator, feels 
that the new building is also needed. 

"It will provide more workshop 
space. I think the Corbett donation is 
something that is really great, 
especially now with the trouble 
colleges have been having. Not many 
people make donations to colleges 
anymore," said Marsico. 

One senior coed in A&S felt that 
the new facilities may help but didn't 
believe that they would have any 
particular affect because "you are 
either a good musician or you're not. 
Some people are led to believe that 
they are better than they are, but I 
suppose that is true everywhere," she 
said. 

When asked about the old 
amphitheater, Karl Owens, Junior in 
Music Education and on CCM's 
tribunal, like many other students 
questioned, said that he really 
wouldn't miss it, because it smelled, 
was flooded and was rarely t<sed. 

Some students opposed this 
viewpoint and felt that giving up the 
amphitheater was too high a price to 
pay for the expansion of a college. 
One sophomore in A&S felt that 
there is a lack of concern on the 
administration's part for the quality 
of life and for improvement of the 
environment. He felt it is a disgrace 
that plans have not been made for 11 
replacement for the old 
amphitheater. 

Singer John McCormack will be 
featured on "The Charcoal 
Rainbow" at 7:30p.m. April 3 on 
WGUC-FM (90.9). The program 
spotlights show business nostalgia. 

~YOUR 'lBORTiONl 
~IS NO LOTTERYU 
:Call the people who've taken the chance: 
• out of abortion. • 

:(212)490·3600: 
e OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK e 
e PROFESSIONAL SCHEDULING SERVICE, INC. e 
• 545 Fifth Ave., New York City10017 • 
• • • There is a fee for our service • • • 

YACHTING _ 
SUMMER ,._ 
POSITIONS · 

The American Yachting Associa
tion with'listings on the East 
Coast, West Coast, Gulf Area, 
and the Great Lakes is soliciting 
for summer crew applicants. 

Positions a re avai lable for 
experienced as well as inexperi
enced male and female college 
students and graduates. Experi
ence in cooking and child care 
may be particularly helpful. 

Crewing affords one the 
opportunity to earn reasonable 
sums while engaged in pleasant 
outdoor activity. 

To apply type a page 
resume following as closely as 
possible the form shown below. 
In April your resume will be 
edited, printed and sent to 
approximately 1500-2500 
(depending on area) large craft 
owners. 

RESUME FORM-(1) name, 
address (home and school), 
phone number, age; (2) relevant 
work or recreational experience; 
(3) dates available and area{s); 
(4) 2 or more students wishing 
to work together, state name of 
other parties; (5) other informa
tion . 

Send your resume with $6 
processing fee to: 

American Yachting Association 
Suite 503, 8730 Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90069 

Your resume must be received 
no later than April 1 5, 1971. 
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TICKETS AVAILABLE 
NOW .AT BOX OFFICE 

for MARCH 30 
thru APRIL 11 

or mail your order now! 
BETTER SELECTION OF SEATS 
FOR SUNDAY PERFORMANCES 

Enclose check or money order payable 
to: Hanna Theatre. 

Mail orders to: Hanna Theatre 
2067 E. 14th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44!15 

[Aiitickets for Saturday evenings I 
[_ ere sold out. 

Box Office open daily 10 a.m. 
til 9 p.m.'including Sat. &_Sun. 
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FOR SALE 
-- -

-ANOES FOR RENT 

MOTORCYCLE-125 cc Honda, 1969 
model. Call 961-4520. 

MICROSCOPE-Binocular, perfect 
condition, $325. 221-3556 after 7 p.m. 

WATCHES FOR SALE: Gold 17-jeweled 
calendar watches $13.95. 475-2076 

PIPES at freaky prices!!!! Besides that, 5 
w. Charlton across from Zino's 

FOR SALE STEREO CARTRIDGES: 
Shure V. 15-Type II improved, empire 100 
2 e/x and others at reduced prices. 
475-2076, Room 1018 Calhoun. 

APARTMENT FOR RENT-Z bedrooms 
available. Private nome, Including living 
room, kitchen, dining room, 1 
bedroom-$65 all utilities, telephone. 
1-bedroom $75 ;oil utilities and telephone. 

SUEDE VEST-long fringe, excellent 
condition, fits all sizes, $30. 662-6971 

TUXEDO-black size 37, excellent 
condition, $50. 662-6971 

APT. to sublet for summer, $70 a month 
Including utilities. REAL CLOSE to 
campus. Ph. 221-5618. 

FOR SALE: 35 mm Miranda FVT, 
excellent condition, with case, $125. Call 
Tim, 221-3816. 

FOR SALE:The Holy Spirit-PRICE: 
YOUR SOUL-CONTACT: J.C. 
Superstar-PLACE: Your Hearl. 

WANTED 

FEMALE ROOMMATE and apartment to 
snare anywhere. I nave some furniture. 
Please call after 6:00 on Wednesday, 
281-3184 

CLASSICAL GUITARISTS..for dinner 
music; Audition Mond;oy 3:00 p.m. Zino' s 
Firehouse. 

PART TIME POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE-top starting salary-2 
evenings a week and Saturdays. Apply In 
person-1802 Kroger Bldg. 3:00 Weekdays. 

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT-Ballad, 
folk-no rock, no wester. Audition Monday 
3:00p.m. Zlno's Firehouse. 

ROOMMATE WANTED-$38-Forum 
681-4103 

l ) ~n~ouncements 
l) Misc. 
l I For Sale 
()Wanted 

RATES: 
10 cents a word 
50 cent minimum 

CHECK ENCLOSED FOR $ . · ...... . 

Mail Form With Remittance 
To: University of Cincinnati 

News Record 
411 Union Bldg. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221 

CATHIROYER 
Phi Kappa Tau 

DEBBIE TRUMAN 
Alpha Sigma Phi 

NANCY BARTLEY 

Phi Delta Theta 

• 1 

\ 

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI NEWS RECORD 

elassifieds 
# - ~ -· • 

GROSSMAN A&S SENATE 

WANTED-JOHN SCHNURE, STUDENT 
BODY PRESIDENT 

HANDICRAFT MERCHANTS who are 
Interested In putting t heir creations in new 
shop recently opened In Clifton Area. Call 
541-0792 

JIM STRECKFUSS FOR A&S SENATE 
APRIL 14-15 

JEWELRY at reasonable prices??? 
BESIDES THAT, 5 W. Charlton across 
from Zlno's. 

TYPING WANTED-Theses a specialty, 
Experienced. Need Work. 232-0817. 

STUDENTS..Earn a free flights to Europe 
or cash. Part tl me work available. Reply 
to: AUS 400 South Division, Ann Arbor, 
Mich. 48104. 

WANTED-A fish net for fish 

MISCELLANEOUS 

JOE CONN LISTENS. VOTE CONN 
SBVP 

WATCH OUT SANDERS, ADCA's coming 

GOOD LUCK tri-Delt Greek goddess 
can dldates-Linda Klein, Paula Jones, 
Cindy Chester. 

GROSSMAN A&S SENATE. 

TIRED of being shafted? BISHOP FOR 
SENATE 

HANG IN, Deeter, only four more 
months. 

YOU'RE IN SEASON, Dean Of Control. 

JIM STRECKFUSS 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY little Mages and Mr. 
R ottlnhaus-Your only friend in 
Sawyer-BOOB 

WHY "TEKE"? It's cheaper than pot and 
It's legal! 

WHO LISTENS???? CONN DOES!!!! 

CONGRATULATIONS Mike for pledging 
"Teke" 

PUT A LITTLE GREEN and spice In your 
life with a herb garden from BESIDES 
THAT. 5 w. Charlton across from Zlno's. 

GO GREEK ••. Go "TEKE". 

IT'S BEEN a significant, often trying, ten 
years. Beginning Sunday, WFIB Invites 
you to remember, In our Ten Years 
Together Contest. 

GERBIL •.• • , GERBIL 

CONGRATULATIONS Craig on being a 
"TEKE" pledge. 

TEN YEARS TOGETHER-WFIB and U.C. 
Beginning Sunday, WFIB Invites you to 
remember. 

A FANTAS-Teke organization-TAU 
KAPPA EPSILON. 

ORDERS FOR THE DAY: Burn lt!-lf you 
can't burn it bomb It! !-If you can't bomb 
it Subvert it!!! 

DEAR RUTHIE : Have a good time this 
Friday evening working on plans for the 
dance. Mike 

TO THE "LAUDERDALE 11"-How you 
say, we wild men had a dynamic time in 
308. Bitch 

I MAY HAVE BURNED, I may have 
bombed and 1 may nave subverted, BUT 1 
WAS ONLY FOLLOWING ORDERS. 

DEAR LANKIN, Your team ain't for the 
birds, Its worse. 

INDEPENDENT VOTERS OF 
OHIO-Public Membership 
Meeting-Saturday, April 3, 2 :00 p.m. at 
St. John's Unitarian Church, Rasor Street, 
Clifton. SPEAKERS: Jay Tepper (Ohio 
Budget in Human Terms) & Lloyd 
Danzeisen (Peace Mission to Paris). 

ARLO-Old you find your Thyrus 
Pubis??????? 

TO THE LAUDERDALE 11, Curly, Stick, 
Cordlnatlon, wild man, red, (or Bitch 11, 
Face, Slay, wild woman, and Little Fat 
man,) our movie will be showing next 
Tuesday evening at Face man's apt. The 
Bitch 

HEY JAEKE, How come your driving a 
yellow pizza? Yuk-Yuk. 

-
ANNOUNCEMENi S 

---- -- ----
LADIES LADIES LADIES LADIES!!!! 
The Ladles Aide will be meeting for the 
first time this Spring Quarter. The formal 
meeting will be held at Duff's on Calhoun 
at 3 :00 p.m. today. There will be two very 
prestigious guest speakers appearing, 
speaking on the political Implications of 
The Ladles Aide. Don't miss this exciting 
meeting. 

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT-in 
Yellowstone and all U.S. National Parks. 
Booklet tells where and how to apply. 
Send $2.00 Arnold Agency, 206 East 
Main, Rexburg, Idaho 83440. Moneyback 
guarantee. 

PASSOVER AT HILLEL:-For reservations 
for either seder or for any luncheon or 
dinner during Passover week call 221-6728 
or come to HILLEL. Reservations must be 
made by TODAY. 

GROSSMAN A&S SENATE 

CONSIDERING ALASKA????? Accurate, 
comprehensive brochure about 
opportunities In construction, oil, fishing 
and canneries, others. Send $2.00 cash or 
money order. JOBS IN ALASKA, P.O. 
Box 1565, Anchorage, Alaska 99501 . 

STUDENTS. Europe round trip from 
$165, employment opportunities, 
discounts, tours. Anglo America 
Association, 775 East Broad, Apt. 41, 
Columbus, Ohio. 43215. 

SAVE UP TO $400 on your new M/Cycle 
and tour Europe! Buy your new Motor 
Cycle TAX FREE (BSA, GRIUMPH, 
NORTON) from one of England's oldest 
dealers-Est: 50 years. Huge stock too of 
guaranteed used models at England's 
lowest prices. Shipment back to U.S.A. 
arranged at end of your tour--or we 
guarantee to re-purchase from you. Write 
now for full details. George Clarke 
(Motors) limited, 276-278 Brlxton Hill, 
Londaon S.W. 2 Eng. Tel: 01-674-3211 

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT-Vote 
JOHN SCHNURE 

JIM STRECKFUSS for A&S 
SENATE-April 14-15. 

IT'S OUR tenth birthday April 16, and 
we're giving the gifts. Beginning Sunday, 
WFIB Invites you to remember In our Ten 
Years Together Contest. 

GRAD-CLUB PARTY: Sunday April 4, 
6:30 p.m. Spaghetti Dinner ($1.00), beer, 
wine, cokes: Music by "Possum Ple"-for 
reservations call 221-6728 or come to 
HILLEL-NOW 

"MEN of all trades to . NORTH SLOPE, 
ALASKA and the YUKON, around 
$2800.00 a month. For complete 
Information write to Job Research, P.O. 
Box 161, Stn-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose 
$3.00 to cover cost." 

GROSSMAN A&S SENATE 

SHOW OF CONCERN for Soviet Jewry: 

RETCH.ID CLASSIFIED ADS FOaM .. 
Monday, April 12, 7 : 30 p.m.-FOUNTAIN 
SQUARE: Scheduled speakers; Sen. 
Robert Taft, Mayor Gradlson, Rev. Otis 
Moss, Jerry Sprayregan, Leonid Rlgerman, 
Judge Gilbert Bettman-BE THERE! Give 
an oppressed people the hope to go on. Name . .. ... . .. . . .. .. . ... • .............. . .. Date ...... . ... . 

Address •. .•.•....................... . Ph.one No ... .. .. . .. .. . 
VOTE-JOHN SCHNURE-Student Body 
President 

No. Words Times Run Date Inserted Amount 

AD: 

Information About LEGAL, NEW YORK 

ABORTIONS 
e EXPERT CERTIFIED 

GYNECOLOGISTS 
e CHOICE OF TOP PRIVATE 

HOSPITALS AND PRIVATE CLINI CS 
e APPOINTMENTS SCHEDULED 

WITHIN 24 HOURS 
e TRAVELARRANGEMENTS 

AVAILABLE 
• TOTA L COST BELOW $250 FOR 

EARLY PREGNANCIES 
1 1 . ~. 0 o 1 1 1 0 1 0 t t t 0 0 0 0 0 t t t t 0 t t t t t t t 0 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , 1 1.1 I I 

FEE INCLUDED 

KATHY PUCHE 
Lamda Chi Alpha 

SHIRLEY McFALL 
Delta Tau Delta 

' \~.,~ 

CA.LL EITHE R O FFICE 
FOR ASSISTANCE 

(2o11 334:_3~8 ( 2 12L 885-1314 

New York Medical Referral Agency 

GREEK WEEK'71 
GREEK WEEK DANCE 

ALL CAMPUS INVITED 

FRIDAY I APRIL 2, 1971 

MUSIC HALL, TOPPER CLUB 

TICKETS AVAILABLE 
IN TUC AND AT THE DOOR 

NOT PICTURED 

PAULA JONES 

Alpha Tau Omega 

COLLEGE STUDENTS ea rn extra money 
part-ti me. For fu ll details write to Dlorah 
Enterprises, 399 Grove St., No. Plainf ield, 
N.J., Attn: Mr. Lumsden. 

CHEERLEAOING TRYOUTS-April 14th. 
Practices at Schmldlapp gym at 7 :00p.m. 
April 7, a, 12, 10: 00 a.m. April 10. 

MR. BEARCAT TRYOUTS-April 15th. 
Schmidlapp gym at 7 :00p.m. 

TV PING SERVICE. 281·71 55, near 
campus. 

PICK POCKETS give you the business. 
Pickpocket is a product with tremendous 
sales appeal. Representative needed In 
dorms and sororities. Call 2665 or 
821-4907. 

COMMUNITY OF CELEBRATION, 
Supper Communion Thursday, April 8th, 
University YMCA. REgister by calling 
221-4109. 

STEVE BISHOP-STUDENT 
SENATE-BUS. AD. 

Dear Shi rley -Good luck with Greek 
Goddess contest ton ight-The Boys of 
Dickie Delt. 

Jaeke For Senate For Community Service 
College 

'A TCJ;tALi. Y pt EX;·ERIENCE ~
lN TH~TRE GOING 

. .CHANNIL·· ONE~-

~····· ... • 
~ YI!Jt:wa,ld . ...., u. to Ia i.e• 
a bit-'tonl"lbliuitfttt'es, bani of
telf-it'S"•su.(l"tli"ll&" : 
-San Frtincisco· Chronicnl 

"A wjo~ an.dnbilariiJu' lampo1111 
oH'V pmrams . 

• ·.Look Magazine ·yuaa 
THE VIDEO THEATRE 

THE UNION TERMINAL 
flllilHT Hll.,t,-lii. 10,1. aiHI 11.30 $2.51 
SUN. AIIO TIIIIU. 1~ 1,10 $2.01 

621-3336 

DIANNE DRYER 

Sigma Phi Episilon 

BARBARA FOGEL 

Alpha Episilon Pi 

MARSHA BRUNST 
Sigma Chi 

CINDY CHESTER 

Phi Kappa Theta 

CAROL SHANK 
Sigma Alpha Episilon 

SALLY MICKLER 
Sigma Nu 

April2, 1971 

Open House 
Tomorrow 

UC will welcome out-of-town 
incoming freshmen and their parents 
at its annual Open House festivities 
tomorrow. 

" The Open House is designed to 
help acquaint the out-of-town 
students and their parents with the 
UC campus and facilities before the 
start of a new academic year," Mrs. 
Mary Rowe Moore, director of 
admissions counseling, explained. 

The day 's activities.. will begin with 
a coffee hour and registration in the 
Fieldhouse lobby from 8 to 9:30 
a.m. At 10 a.m., Dr. Garland Parker, 
vice provost for admissions and 
records, will deliver the welcoming 
address at a convocation in the 
Fieldhouse. 

Other speakers will include Miss 
Karen Kearns, UC senior and 
chairman of the Open House ; John 
Hat tendorf, director of admissions; 
Miss Jean Tuerck, coordinator of 
student organizations and activities; 
John Goering, registrar, and Paul 
Stubbins, UC junior and chairman of 
summer orientation activities. 

From 10:30 to noon, .students and 
parents will have an opportunity to 
discuss curriculum with 
administrators in the various colleges. 
Lunch will be served in the Old Grill , 
TUC. 

While parents enjoy a tea with the 
personnel deans from 2 to 4 p.m., 
students will at tend conferences with 
upperclassmen in the college of their 
choice. 

A shipboard party on the Ohio 
River from 6 to 11 p.m. will 
complete the day for the students. 

Presidents 
See Contrasl$ 

(Continued from page one) 
Involved in human initiative, he 

remarked, student governme~t at the 
college allocates momes to 
approximately 50 campus 
organizat ions. There is even a student 
lobbyist who is granted money to 
work with the state legislature in 
considering bills which would effect 
s t udents favorably . "Such 
programs as job counseling, abortion 
information, and draft assistance 
encourage people to do things, not to 
simply say things," said Twichell. 

LINDA SPONZILLI 
Pi Kappa Alpha 

MARY SCAN~QN 
Beta Theta Pi 

LINDA KLIEN 
Phi Gamma Delta 
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